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Abstract
Motivated by shifting to renewable energy sources, the utilization of hydrogen gas as an
energy carrier is discussed to account for expected irregularities in supply. Here, the
construction of a new hydrogen pipeline network would be rather expensive such that the
usage of the existing natural gas pipeline system is in the focus of investigation. One major
problem is that hydrogen embrittles the material and can cause fatal failure especially in
case of pipelines which were already damaged during their service time. At the localized
stress elds around pre-existing cracks, hydrogen accumulates and converts the material
response from ductile to brittle failure.
Based on experimental ndings, the so-called Hydrogen Enhanced Localized Plasticity
(HELP) mechanism is identied to govern hydrogen embrittlement in the prevalent case
by reducing the yield stress in a continuum sense. To solve the highly coupled equations
of the mechanical model and the transient hydrogen distribution model, an iterative nite
element scheme is applied using a discontinuous Galerkin method for time discretisation.
A continuum model of a natural gas pipeline with a radial crack is investigated. Therefore,
a surrogate model using the boundary layer approach is adopted, whose results are in good
agreement with a model of the full pipeline structure.
Based on the idea of the local softening eect by the HELP mechanism, three dierent
approaches to account for hydrogen embrittlement are discussed. Firstly, the steady state
hydrogen distributions in front of the crack tip are evaluated while in a next step the
eect of hydrogen on the mechanical properties is discussed. When investigating the impact of dierent crack lengths, a notably increasing amount of hydrogen embrittlement
is identied. The results highlight the importance of carefully investigating the actual
conditions in the specic pipelines and adequately accounting for hydrogen embrittlement
in numerical simulations as a basis for ducting hydrogen through the existing pipeline
system.

Keywords:

Hydrogen Embrittlement, Finite Element Method, Time Discontinuous
Galerkin method, Hydrogen Enhanced Localized Plastecity (HELP) mechanism,
Boundary Layer Approach, Natural Gas Pipeline System

Kurzfassung
Motiviert von der anstehenden Energiewende wird aktuell unter anderem diskutiert, ob
Wasserstogas ein brauchbarer Energieträger ist, um erwartete Unregelmäÿigkeiten in der
Energieversorgung zu überbrücken. Da die Konstruktion eines neuen Rohrleitungssystems
für Wassersto mit hohen Kosten verbunden wäre, wird untersucht, ob das existierende
Erdgassystem für diese Zwecke verwendet werden kann. Hierbei erscheint besonders
problematisch, dass Wasserstogas in das Rohrleitungsmaterial eindringen kann und dieses
unter bestimmten Bedingungen versprödet. Dies kann zu fatalem Materialversagen führen,
insbesondere bei bereits vorgeschädigten Rohrsegmenten. So sammelt sich an den lokalen
Spannungsfeldern der Risse Wassersto an, der das Materialversagen von duktil zu spröde
transformiert.
Basierend auf experimentellen Ergebnissen kann der so genannte Hydrogen Enhanced
Localized Plasticity (HELP) Mechanismus im hier untersuchten Fall als vorherrschender
Versprödungsmechanismus identiziert und durch eine gezielte Reduktion der Flieÿgrenze
im Rahmen des verwendeten Kontinuumsmodells berücksichtigt werden. Um das stark
gekoppelte Gleichungssystem des mechanischen Modells und des transienten Wasserstomodells zu lösen, wird ein iterativer Finite-Element-Ansatz mit der diskontinuierlichen
Galerkin Methode für die Zeitdiskretisierung genutzt.
Da insbesondere bereits beschädigte Rohre kritisch im Hinblick auf Versagen sind, wird
ein Kontinuumsmodell einer Erdgasleitung mit einem radialen Riss untersucht. Hierfür
kommt ein Ersatzmodel unter Berücksichtigung des "boundary layer approaches" zum Einsatz, dessen Ergebnisse gut mit denen einer Simulationen eines vollen Rohrausschnittes
übereinstimmen.
Basierend auf der Idee des HELP Mechanismusses werden drei unterschiedliche Ansätze
zur Berücksichtigung von Wasserstoversprödung vorgestellt. Zunächst wird die stationäre
Verteilung der Wasserstokonzentrationen bestimmt, woraufhin in einem weiteren Schritt
der Einuss von Wassersto auf die Materialeigenschaften mit einbezogen wird. Bei der
numerischen Untersuchung des Einusses verschiedener Risstiefen kann eine ansteigende
Tendenz der Wasserstoversprödung identiziert werden. Diese Ergebnisse zeigen die
Wichtigkeit einer eingehenden Untersuchung der existierenden Rohrstrukturen und die
Notwendigkeit der Weiterentwicklung numerischer Methoden, um den Einuss von Wasserstogas auf das Erdgassystem schlussendlich bewerten zu können.

Stichworte:

Wasserstoversprödung, Finite Elemente Methode, Zeit diskontinuierliche
Galerkin Methode, Hydrogen Enhanced Localized Plastecity (HELP) Mechanismus,
Boundary Layer Approach, Erdgassystem
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Due to global warming and the short comings of fossil fuels, the interest in renewable
energy sources consistently grew during the last decades. One of the major problems
concerning most types of renewable energy sources, like for example wind turbines and
solar collectors, is the uctuation of the produced energy. To ensure a constant energy
supply, the energy needs to be saved when produced in excess and returned to the system
when production rates are low. To achieve this, one approach is to convert the excess
energy to hydrogen gas [1].
Production methods to obtain hydrogen gas, end-user applications as well as storage
technologies are well known in general. For commercial use however, these technologies
need to be further developed [1]. An additional question is how the hydrogen gas can be
distributed to the end-users. In Europe, a hydrogen gas network with a total pipelinie
length of only 16, 000 km exists [2]. Compared to the natural gas pipeline system in
Germany of about 505, 000 km the hydrogen gas pipeline network is rather small [3].
Due to its low strength steels, the operation pressure is limited and thus an eective
transport for energy routing does not seem feasible [2]. The extension of this hydrogen
pipeline system would be rather expensive. Furthermore, installing a new network next to
the existing infrastructure would cause practical implementation space-related problems
especially for end-user systems [1]. Thus, instead of constructing a new hydrogen gas
pipeline system, more economic ideas are needed. While still under investigation, one of
the most promising ones is to use the existing natural gas pipeline system to allocate the
hydrogen gas (compare Figure 1.1).
As early as in the 1960s, hydrogen gas was already ducted through the nowadays natural
gas pipeline system in form of the so called city gas, composed of about 50% carbon
monoxide and 50% hydrogen gas [1]. However, this city gas composition was changed to
natural gas in a rather rapid manner. As the network was subdivided into sectors, one
sector after the other was changed to natural gas and end-user applications were replaced.
Such a rapid procedure is not likely to happen again for replacing the natural gas with
hydrogen due to numerous reasons [1]. Firstly, the pipeline network grew over the last
decades to three times of its former length. Consequently, the number of end-users
increased enormously such that the exchange of end-user applications nowadays would
be costly as well as time consuming. In addition, problems could arise from pressure
conversion. Here, compressors are used to reduce the high pressures of the transport grid
to lower pressure levels in the local distribution network. As in the past no high pressure
transport grids existed, the compatibility of the compressors with the hydrogen gas needs
to be ensured.
Due to these developments in the last decades, it is more likely that a continuous transition from natural to hydrogen gas takes place. Therefore, in a rst step, hydrogen will
be mixed with the natural gas. No adjustments of the natural gas pipeline infrastructure
need to be considered when adding up to 17 vol.% of hydrogen to the natural gas [1].
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Figure 1.1.: Schematic representation of storing energy by injecting hydrogen gas into the
existing gas pipeline system
Besides the bare technical supply, also the energy content of the gas and the leakage of
the pipelines have to be discussed in case hydrogen gas is conducted through.
The main purpose of the natural gas pipeline system obviously is to transport gas.
Hydrogen gas needs about the same pressure drop as natural gas to allow for eective
transportation. Thus, no problems arise from the transportation point of view. The
pipeline network is also used for short-time storage of the natural gas, which is called
linepack energy. Unfortunately, the linepack energy for hydrogen is four times smaller
compared to natural gas. Consequently, the provision of a sudden peak in energy demand
might become critical when replacing natural gas completely with hydrogen [1]. This
issue still needs to be resolved when a hydrogen based energy system is favoured.
Since the hydrogen molecules are smaller than those of natural gas, leakage could also
potentially cause problems. The general leakage of hydrogen gas was determined to about
0.0005% to 0.001% of the total transported volume. Therefore, from a practical point of
view, it can be judged as negligible [1].
Another major topic which needs to be addressed is the service security of the pipeline
system. Hydrogen is well known to embrittle materials. Since the hydrogen atoms are
comparatively small, they can enter the material lattice of the pipeline steel and change
here the failure mode from ductile to brittle. Already small cracks or defects exposed to
hydrogen can lead to a catastrophic event [2]. Here, especially tubes under high pressures
are susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement.
A reduction of toughness due to hydrogen was already recognized in 1875 by Johnson [4].
This reversible process did not gain high attention until in World War II, the famous
Liberty ships started to collapse without warning. Gerberich [5] claimed that many text
books are incomplete by not mentioning the eect of hydrogen embrittlement on the ship
trunks. The hydrogen, induced by welding and during the service time, caused the brittle
crack growth in the ships according to a study of Zape and Sims [6]. Even though
the hydrogen embrittlement phenomenon is known for a long time period, the actual
underlying mechanism of hydrogen embrittlement is still discussed controversially.

1. Introduction

Following the idea of replacing the natural by hydrogen gas, the process of hydrogen
embrittlement consequently needs to be understood. Due to the fact that hydrogen gas
would only be an economic alternative to natural gas if the hydrogen can be transported
securely through the existing pipeline network. Therefore, the examination of hydrogen
aecting the material properties is a major point of interest.
Within this thesis, the eect of hydrogen on the mechanical properties of the existing
natural gas pipeline system is investigated numerically. To estimate the amount of
hydrogen embrittlement, the hydrogen entering the material lattice needs to be quantied
and its eect on the material properties calculated. As a rst step, in the next chapter
an overview of possible numerical procedures is given, followed by a presentation of the
general structure of this work.

1.2. State of the art
The eect of hydrogen embrittlement gets most pronounced when high hydrogen concentrations are present, like at stress localizations inside the material. Thus, most numerical
models in literature investigate hydrogen embrittlement at localized stress elds as in case
of nanoindentation and crack tip studies.
In order to simulate the brittle eect of hydrogen on the material behaviour, several
approaches are used in literature. In the following, the dierent realizations of hydrogen
embrittlement based on an atomic model, a cohesive zone model combined with a
continuum approach as well as a pure continuum model are summarized.
An atomic scale model considering molecular dynamic simulations was used to investigate
the transition from ductile to brittle material behaviour in the presence of hydrogen
by Wen et al. [7]. The authors put their focus on discussing changes in the dislocation
behaviour in the presence of hydrogen. The numerical ndings showed to be in good
agreement with experimental ones obtained by Nibur et al. [8]. Nevertheless, simulations on atomic length scale are numerically rather expensive in case of large structures.
Therefore, Song and Curtin [9] propose a combination of an atomic scale model in the
vicinity of a crack tip and a continuum model in the far eld including discrete dislocations.
In this way, the brittle crack propagation in the presence of hydrogen was investigated and
drawbacks of the underlying embrittlement mechanism were discussed.
Another possibility to address the topic of brittle crack propagation is a combination
of a continuum model and a cohesive element layer [10, 11]. A crack is modelled with
continuum elements and in front of the crack tip (in the uncracked region), a cohesive
element layer with zero thickness is introduced. Here, a separation of the continuum
elements is permitted which is governed by a separation law. This separation law was dened in dependency on the locally present hydrogen concentration. Doing so, the brittle
crack propagation characteristic observed in experiments could be numerically reproduced.
A drawback of this approach is that the crack path is articially designed to a straight
line, which does not reect a realistic crack propagation path.
Using continuum modelling, good results could be obtained for cycling loading processes
to capture the mechanical behaviour of the material in the presence of hydrogen by
Bouajila et al. [12]. The fatigue loading cycles were cut into half in the presence of
hydrogen, when considering high cycle fatigue loading conditions and a steady state
hydrogen concentration. The authors assumed a steady state hydrogen concentration
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inside the material since loading cycles are so fast that the hydrogen does not have enough
time to redistribute inside the material within one loading cycle. Nevertheless, for low
cycle fatigue, a transient hydrogen concentration needs to be considered and a dependency on the loading frequency on the amount of hydrogen embrittlement was determined
by Kotake et al. [13]. When it comes to the existing pipeline system, pressure changes are
rather small such that a cyclic loading process does not need to be considered.
However, in this study the eect of hydrogen on the material of a pipeline structure is
investigated. Thus, the focus is to determine if the eect of hydrogen is critical on an
existing pipeline structure and not to simulate the actual fracture process nor cyclic loading conditions. Therefore, a continuum model with a transient hydrogen concentration
approach is favoured in this work.
The rst proposed coupling of an elasto-plastic continuum model with a stress driven
hydrogen distribution approach goes back to the work of Kitagawa et al. in 1983 [14].
Here, the hydrogen distribution was determined in dependency of the mechanical stress
eld. Sofronis et al. [15] adopted this idea, using a stress driven hydrogen distribution
model to estimate the transient hydrogen concentration in the vicinity of a blunted crack
tip. Here, it was distinguished between the accumulated hydrogen in lattice sites and the
one bounded to internal lattice defects, as dislocations and grain boundaries.
In order to reect the strain rate dependency of the transient hydrogen distribution and
to overcome the eect of hydrogen generation, Krom et al. [16] proposed to add a strain
rate dependent term to the transient hydrogen equation of Sofronis et al. [15]. Especially
for high strain rates, the hydrogen distribution in lattice sites is reduced while hydrogen
is trapped at the rapidly generated internal material defects. The use of a strain gradient
plasticity model was recently proposed by Martínez-Pañeda et al. [17], leading to increased
plastic deformations and thus rising hydrogen concentrations at crack tips.
To simulate the eect of hydrogen on the material properties, several approaches exist.
Lufrano et al. [18] proposed that hydrogen induces a purely dilatational straining inside
the material, based on the work of Peisl [19]. Liang and Sofronis [20] included a hydrogen
induced strain which also aects the plastic behaviour of the material. A further idea is
to include a hydrogen eect on the material yield strength for a local softening eect [15].
(For a detailed discussion of the proposed hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms and their
numerical realization it is referred to chapter 3.3 and chapter 3.4, respectively.)
The simulation of hydrogen embrittlement in a real pipeline structure is rarely found in
literature. In most cases, surrogate models are used where the connection between a
real pipeline structure and the applied boundary conditions cannot be established in a
straight forward way (compare for example [21, 22, 17]). If authors do not mention the
pipeline dimensions reected by the surrogate model, consequently no practical conclusions regarding the pipeline proportion and loading conditions can be drawn from the
numerical surrogate model results.
Several studies focusing on a pipeline structure with a blunted radial crack exist, for
example publications of Datfarnia et al. [23, 24] and Takayama et al. [25].
However, the eect of the determined hydrogen concentrations on the material properties
is rarely investigated in a continuum sense. Here, for example Datfarnia et al. [26] analyse
the eect of hydrogen on the material properties at a radially cracked pipeline specimen.
The eect of hydrogen induced softening on the void growth behaviour was discussed,
where solely the trapped hydrogen concentration was claimed to aect the material properties. In contrast to that, Kotake et al. [13] implied that the total hydrogen concentration,
being the one in lattice and in trapping sites, aects the material properties and showed
a local softening eect in front of a blunted crack under cyclic loading conditions.

1. Introduction

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the eect of hydrogen on the material properties
and discuss as well as evaluate the existing modelling approaches. To achieve this, the
eect of a transient hydrogen distribution on the material properties is simulated at the
example of a representative structure of the natural gas pipeline system.

1.3. Organization of work
After a recapitulation of fundamental mechanical theories in chapter 2, the phenomenon of
hydrogen embrittlement is discussed in detail in chapter 3. Firstly, the general conditions
in the natural gas pipeline system are presented. Then, based on a synopsis of experimental
studies, the eect of hydrogen on the material behaviour is examined and the possible
mechanisms of hydrogen embrittlement are evaluated. Furthermore, the mathematical
description of the proposed hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms are discussed.
In chapter 4, the iterative scheme of the mechanical continuum model coupled with the
transient hydrogen distribution model implemented in this thesis is presented, alongside
the applied numerical schemes.
An overview of representative modelling parameters for a natural gas pipeline is given
in chapter 5. Here, a full eld pipeline model as well as a surrogate version are dened.
After verifying compatibility of both models, the general hydrogen distribution in front
of a crack tip is described while in a next step the eect of three dierent approaches
accounting for hydrogen embrittlement is investigated in chapter 6. Subsequently, the
eect of the assumed crack length is discussed qualitatively.
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2. Fundamentals
In this chapter, an overview of the fundamental mechanical relations used within this thesis
is given. After the basic formulations for continuum mechanics are summarized, a short
overview of the micro mechanical motivation and interpretation of continuum modelling
is presented. Furthermore, the applicability of the stress intensity factor is discussed.

2.1. Continuum mechanics
In this work, the eect of hydrogen on the material of the existing natural gas pipeline
system is investigated by applying a continuum model. In continuum mechanics, the
macroscopic behaviour of a body is investigated rather than the actions on the atomic
length scale. Every point of the continuum represents the underlying micro structure in
a statistical manner. The general concept of continuum mechanics is briey summarized
in the following. For a more detailed introduction it is referred to fundamental literature,
like [27, 28] as well as [29] which serve as a basis for the following overview.

2.1.1. Kinematics and stress relations
In a general continuum framework every object is considered to be a body consisting
of dierent material points. It is distinguished between the original position of a
material point in a body, referred to as reference conguration B0 , and a current (moved,
deformed) conguration B of a point in a continuous body which is schematically depicted
in Figure 2.1. The quantities of the reference conguration are denoted by upper case
letters, like the position vector X of a material point Pm and the derivative with respect to
the reference conguration Grad. The variables of the current conguration are denoted
by lower case letters, like the position vector x of a material point Pm . The reference
conguration is linked with the current one by the displacement vector u = x − X .
There is always one point of the reference conguration uniquely mapping to the current
conguration x = φ(X) with the deformation gradient F = Grad(x) = I + Grad(u).
The symbol I represents the identity matrix. The transformations of line, area and
volume elements are summarized in Figure 2.1.
In case a body is deformed, a strain is induced. A denition of the strain can be
derived by polar decomposition of the deformation gradient F = RU = V R with the
stretch tensors U and V as well as the rotation tensor R of the body [28, 27]. Based
on these stretch tensors, the right Cauchy-Green tensor C = U 2 = F T F and the left
Cauchy-Green tensor c = V 2 = F F T can be dened independent of the rotation of
the body. The Green-Lagrange strain tensor as well as the Euler-Almansi strain tensor
are commonly used denitions of the strain in the reference and current conguration,
respectively, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
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x = ϕ(X); F =

dϕ(X)
dX

f

f
dv = J dV
J = det(F )

dV

dA

N

dv

da = JF −T dA

n
da

dA = N dA

da = nda

dx = F dX

dX

dx
u
Z, z

X
reference conguration B0

x
current conguration B

X, x

Y, y

Figure 2.1.: Scheme of kinematic relations in continuum mechanics (adapted from [29])
The stress state of a body can be determined by examining a small cutting plane da in
the current conguration and the according agent force df in this cutting plane, compare
Figure 2.2. Then, the associated stress vector reads t = df
in the current conguration.
da
df
Analogically, the stress vector in the reference conguration is dened as T = dA
.
The problem of this stress formulation is its dependence on the orientation of the cutting
plane. An independent formulation of the cutting plane orientation can be derived by
using the Cauchy theorem for the stress tensor in the current conguration t = σ · n with
the Cauchy stress tensor σ and the normal of the cutting plane n.
In both congurations, the innitesimal force df = t da = T dA needs to be the same.
From this relation, the stress tensor of the reference conguration can be dened independent to the orientation of the cutting plane as T = P ·N with the rst Piola-Kirchho
tensor P and the normal of the cutting plane N in the reference conguration.
The most common stress denitions are summarized in Figure 2.2 for the current and
reference conguration as well as their transformation between the two congurations.
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f

f

df

df , T

= T dA
= t da

N

Green-Lagrange strain tensor

df , t

e = F −T EF

with left Cauchy-Green tensor

with right Cauchy-Green tensor
C=F F

1. Piola-Kirchho
stress tensor (asymmetric)
P = JσF

−T

2. Piola-Kirchho
stress tensor (symmetric)
S=F

−1

P

reference conguration

Euler-Almansi strain tensor
e = 12 (I − c−1 )

E = 12 (C − I)
T

n

T

E = F eF
σ = J1 F SF T

S = JF −1 σF −T

c = FFT

Cauchy stress tensor σ
and Kirchho stress tensor τ
τ = Jσ

current conguration

Figure 2.2.: Overview of commonly used stress and strain notation in continuum
mechanics (adapted from [29])
2.1.2. Balance principles
The balance principles are physical descriptions of the behaviour of a continuum body
independent from the specic material response. These mathematical formulations provide
an underdetermined system of equations which needs to be complemented by material
dependent relations.
To describe the general physical behaviour in continuum mechanics, balance equations are
formulated, namely the balance of mass, the balance of energy (rst thermodynamic law)
as well as the balances of linear and angular momentum. Furthermore, the inequality of
entropy (second thermodynamic law) needs to be considered.
From the balance of angular momentum, the symmetry of the stress tensor σ can be
concluded.
The balance of energy takes into account that the change of the total energy over time in
a body B is equal to the heat ow inside this body and the external power acting on it.
Since the investigated natural pipeline system is considered to be isothermal in this work,
the balance of energy does not need to be solved.
The entropy inequality describes the evolution of the disorder of the system and can only be
positive. From this inequality, the Clausius-Duhem inequality can be derived. According
to this relation the stress can be dened by a strain energy function.
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The balance of mass and the balance of linear momentum shall be briey summarized in
the following to obtain the dierential equations which will be solved in a weak matter in
the nite element framework in chapter 4.

Balance of mass
The mass m of a body B is considered not to change over time

d
d
m=
dt
dt

Z

Z

ρ̇ + ρ div(v) dv = 0.

ρ dv =
Bt

(2.1)

Bt

Here, ρ is the mass density and ρ̇ is its time derivative. The velocity of a material point
. Since the relation above holds true for the entire volume and as a
is given by v = du
dt
continuous parameter eld is assumed, this condition needs to be fullled in every point
of the volume. Thus, equation (2.1) can be formulated in the local form as

ρ̇ + ρ div(v) = 0.

(2.2)

Balance of linear momentum
The linear momentum ρ v associates the mass density ρ with the local velocity of a
particle v . This momentum describes the kinematic state of a body. The balance of linear
momentum incorporates that the time rate of the linear momentum is equal to the sum
of the applied external forces. In its local form the balance equation reads

ρv̇ = ρbf + div(σ)

(2.3)

with the body forces bf .
In case of quasi-static loading the acceleration v̇ is considered to be zero and thus the
dierential equation simplies to the equilibrium condition of surface and volume forces

0 = ρbf + div(σ).

(2.4)

2.1.3. Constitutive theory
The previously discussed balance equations describe the fundamental physics of a body.
Nevertheless, the actual behaviour of a material cannot be reproduced by these equations
alone. Therefore, constitutive equations are needed to relate the kinematic measures with
the stress tensor. These equations capture the empirically determined characteristics of a
material.
Within this work, an elastic and an elasto-plastic material model are used. The basic
material descriptions are summarized in the following.
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Elastic material
The stress-strain relation of a linear elastic material can be derived from an uniaxial
tensile test. From this observation the free energy function ψe for small deformations can
be postulated with the strain tensor ε and the fourth order material tensor C as

1
ψe = ε · ·(C · ·ε)
2
1
= κ tr(ε)2 + µ ke
εk.
2

(2.5)

This relation can be rewritten with the trace of the strain tensor tr(ε) = 31 εkk as well as the
deviatoric strain component e
ε = ε−tr(ε)I . For isotropic and homogeneous materials only
two material dependent parameters need to be considered, the bulk modulus κ and the
shear modulus G which is also referred to as the Lamé constant µ. These two parameters
can in turn be expressed in dependence on the Young's modulus E and the Poisson's ratio
ν , as follows

µ=

E
=G
2 (1 + ν)

κ=

3 λE + 2 µ
3

(2.6)
with λE =

νE
.
(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)

(2.7)

The stress σ and the linear elasticity tensor Ce can be derived from the free energy
function by

σ=

∂ψ
,
∂ε

Ce =

∂ 2ψ
.
∂ε∂ε

(2.8)

Then, the elastic stress can be expressed as

σ = κ tr(ε) I + 2µ ε
and the linear elasticity tensor results in


1
e
C = κ I ⊗ I + 2µ I − I ⊗ I
3

(2.9)

(2.10)

with the fourth order identity tensor I.

Elasto-plastic material
The elasto-plastic material model assumes small deformations and includes hardening
eects. This material model will be modied in chapter 3.4 to account for the inuence
of hydrogen.
For small deformations, the strain can be additively decomposed into an elastic part εe
and a plastic part εp ,

ε = εe + εp .

(2.11)
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The plastic strain εp can be microscopically interpreted as the movement of dislocations
and thus this strain does not induce further stresses. The plastic strain is considered to
be purely deviatoric.
The free energy function ψ can also be decomposed into an elastic part ψe and a plastic
part ψp
(2.12)

ψ = ψe (εe ) + ψp (a, b).

The elastic part of the free energy function ψe has been already dened in equation (2.5).
The plastic part of the free energy function depends on a scalar parameter a representing
isotropic hardening and a tensor b expressing kinematic hardening. This relation can be
dened according to Lubliner [27] like

1
1
ψp (εp ) = Hiso a2 + Hkin kbk2
2
3

(2.13)

with Hiso and Hkin being scalar material parameters accounting for the amount of isotropic
and kinematic hardening, respectively.
The Clausius-Duhem inequality can be expressed, with the assumption that the plastic
strain does not induce volumetric straining, as

Din = σ · ·ε̃p −

∂ψ
∂ψ
ȧ −
ḃ
∂a
∂b
|{z}
|{z}
−α

(2.14)

−β

with the conjugated thermodynamic forces α and β .
The principle of maximal dissipation states that the real stress state is the stress state
out of all possible ones which maximizes the inner dissipation Din → max [30]. This
optimization problem is conned by dening a boundary of the elastic material behaviour
in form of a ow rule f . The restricted optimization problem reads

O = −Din + λ f (e
σ , a, b).

(2.15)

The Lagrange multiplier λ has to full the Kuhn-Tucker conditions (λ̇ ≥ 0, f ≤ 0, λf = 0)
and the ow rule f needs to be dened such that the consistency requirement
(f˙ = 0, if f = 0) holds true.
In this work, an isotropic steel is assumed and thus the von Mises ow rule is applied.
According to the assumption that hydrostatic stresses do not induce plastic deformations, the von Mises ow rule can be dened in dependency of the deviatoric part of
e to
the stress σ

f = ke
σ − βk − σy (σy0 , α).

(2.16)

In case f < 0 the material behaves purely elastic, whereas f = 0 denotes plastic straining.
Stress states resulting in f > 0 are invalid and need to be projected back such that f = 0.
The function σy (σy0 , α) accounts for isotropic hardening

r
σy (σy0 , α) =

2
(σy0 + α)
3

(2.17)
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with the yield stress σy0 of the material and the isotropic hardening parameter α. The
˙ p as well as the inner hardening variables ḃ
evolution equation for the plastic strain rate εe
and ȧ can be derived from equation (2.15) to

∂O
˙p =
→ εe
∂ σ̃

∂f
= λ̇ n,
∂ σ̃

λ̇

∂O
→
∂β

ḃ = λ̇

∂f
,
∂β

∂O
→
∂α

ȧ = λ̇

∂f
.
∂α

(2.18)

The normal tensor n = ∂∂fσe = keσσe k is the normalized deviatoric stress and is orthogonal
to the yield surface in the principle stress space. This dimensionless normalized tensor
denes the correction direction of the invalid stress states. From the consistency condition
f˙ = 0 if f = 0, the rate of the plastic multiplier can be expressed as

λ̇ =

n · ·ε̃˙
1+

Hkin +Hiso
3µ

(2.19)

.

The stress σ and the material tangent Cep can be derived as in the elastic case from
equation (2.8) to
(2.20)

σ = κ tr(ε) I + 2µ (e
ε−e
εp )
and

Cep = κ I ⊗ I + 2µ

n⊗n
I−
+Hiso
1 + Hkin3µ

!
.

(2.21)

2.2. Micro mechanical motivation of continuum mechanics
The mechanical characteristics of a given material depend on its structure and behaviour on
the atomic length scale. Nevertheless, for most engineering purposes it is feasible to assume
a homogeneous structure to avoid calculations of every atomic interaction. Focusing on
the atomic length scale would increase the numerical calculation time immensely.
Still, to be able to nd appropriate continuum models accounting for hydrogen
embrittlement, in this chapter a short recall of the general behaviour of metals on
atomic length scale is given. This knowledge serves as the basis to understand the link
of experimental ndings of hydrogen inuencing material defects on meso length scale,
summarized in chapter 3.2.5, and the related continuum mechanical interpretation. For
detailed information on the micro structure, its formation and behaviour, it is referred to
text books, as [31].
The lattice of steel is not homogeneous in general. It consists of dierent grains and
includes further defects such as point and line defects. In the following, only defects of
the lattice, which are relevant for this work, are described.
The micro structure of steel consists of dierent grains, which are connected by the so
called grain boundaries, schematically depicted in Figure 2.3. Dislocations are line defects
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grain
boundary

slip plane

dislocation
pile-up

dislocation

Figure 2.3.: Schematic representation of grain boundary and dislocation interaction
which can move on slip planes within a grain when a critical stress state is reached. These
dislocations induce stress localizations due to the disorder of the lattice and can act as sink
for smaller particles. When given dislocations arrive at a grain boundary, their motion is
impeded and a dislocation pile-up forms. The stress level of the closest dislocation to the
grain boundary increases while more dislocation accumulate in the pile-up. In case a critical stress state is reached, the rst dislocation enters and increases here the disorder of the
grain boundary. The grain boundary can also send out dislocations into a neighbouring
grain. These sent out dislocations do not need to have the same (global) slip plane direction as the entering dislocations, since the neighbouring grain does not have the same grid
orientation. However, not for every dislocation entering a grain boundary, another one is
sent out in a neighbouring grain. Therefore, the disorder of the grain boundary generally
increases with increasing dislocation interaction.
The movement of dislocation themselves is irreversible. This implies that if the loading of
the body is relaxed, the dislocations remain at its current position as there is no driving
force moving them back to its original position before loading. On macroscopic level,
this is referred to as irreversible deformations and in continuum mechanics interpreted as
plastic deformations.
The hardening eect of metals observed on macroscopic level can be explained on the
meso length scale by a pile up of dislocations at grain boundaries. Here, a higher stress
level than within the lattice of a grain is needed to enter the grain boundary. Thus, the
material can carry more load and macroscopically hardening eects can be observed.
The same kind of hardening eect can be observed for impurities in the host metal
structure. Therefore, most alloys have a higher stress resistance.
The described motivation of continuum mechanics from the micro level is important when
discussing the experimental ndings of hydrogen on the mesoscale in chapter 3.
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2.3. Stress intensity factor
In this chapter, a brief overview on the stress intensity factor and T-stress is given.
The stress intensity factor K was rst dened in linear elasto-mechanics as means to
describe the stress state at a crack tip. Here, the stress intensity factor can be understood
as a factor scaling the amplitude of the spatial elastic stress distribution. Accordingly, the
factor depends on the applied stresses as well as the geometry of the cracked specimen.
For various simple problems, analytical solutions can be found in fundamental fracture
mechanics literature, as [32, 33]. For more complex structures, numerical analyses like the
nite element method (FEM) are used.
Since in this thesis a rather complex structure under mode one opening condition is investigated, the stress intensity factor KI is determined by FEM. Here, mode one opening
conditions denote a pure tensile straining of a crack and the according stress intensity
factor is marked with a subscript I . For a detailed discussion of dierent loading modes
it is again referred to fracture mechanics literature [32, 33].
Once the stress state is determined by an elastic FEM calculation, the stress intensity
factor can be calculated for mode one opening conditions by
√
(2.22)
KI (r) = lim σyy (r) 2πr,
r→0

with the stress σyy in y direction and the distance of the crack tip r dened in radial
coordinates (as depicted in Figure 2.4).
The stress intensity factor is often used to predict crack propagation. Then, a critical
value of the stress intensity factor KI,C is determined, in most cases on empirical basis.
If the calculated value of KI exceeds the critical one KI,C , the crack is assumed to
propagate [32, 33].
Aside from the stress intensity factor KI another factor, namely the so-called T-stress, is
used to characterize the stress state at a crack tip. The T-stress is widely referred to as
the stress acting parallel to the crack tip in x-direction [34]. In literature, numerous ways
are proposed to calculate the T-stress. In this thesis, the stress dierence method is used

T = lim(σxx (r) − σyy (r)),
r→0

(2.23)

where T denotes the dierence of the stresses in x- and y-direction [34].
Nevertheless, the mathematical origin of the term T-stress is often overseen [34]. Firstly,
the term T-stress was introduced by Irwin [35] as a correction term to analytically describe
the stress state for uniaxial loading. The analytical equations were originally dened by
Westergaard [36] for a biaxial loading state such that a stress in x-direction was calculated
at the boundary edges along the axis of the crack by utilizing the equations for uniaxial
loading [34]. This axis along the crack is the symmetry plane marked in Figure 2.5. This
unphysical stress state for uniaxial loading was corrected by Irwin with the help of the
so-called T-stress.
Further studies of Williams [37] showed that the T-stress actually exists [34]. He used
eigenseries expansion of the stress eld and was able to identify the T-stress as an higher
order term [34]. From that time on, the term T-stress was widely interpreted as the stress
acting parallel to the crack tip (in x-direction).
Since the denition of the stress intensity factor KI and T-stress originate from linear
fracture mechanics, this theory has some limitations. The valid area of this description
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is limited to the vicinity of the crack tip, which is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.4.
Here, a crack is depicted which is enclosed by circles with their origin in the crack tip. The
marked grey area reects the valid eld of the linear theory. In case the outer boundary
(marked by rout ) is exceeded, higher order terms of the eigenseries expansion cannot be
neglected any more. Then, the linear equations discussed above are not longer valid
(compare numerical example in Figure 2.5).

rout
y

rin

crack

θ

r
x

rp

valid area
Figure 2.4.: Valid area of linear theory used for determination of KI and T-stress (adapted
from [33])
In addition to the outer boundaries, the linear theory is also not valid in the direct vicinity
of the crack tip (marked with rin ), since here the analytical solution gives innitely high
stresses. Obviously, this unrealistic stress state needs to be excluded when evaluating the
results.
Additionally, it has to be kept in mind that plastic deformations are also not considered and
thus the stress state proposed by the linear elastic theory has to be judged as tendentially
too high. Therefore, the valid area of the linear theory starts at the boundary of the
plastic zone size rp .
To ensure that the stress intensity factor KI and the T-stress properly reect the stress
conditions at the crack tip, the area of unphysical stresses rin and the plastic zone size rp
have to be much smaller than the valid or investigated area (rin , rp  rout ) [33]. This is
also known as small scale yielding. The plastic zone size can be predicted by
 2
1 K
(2.24)
rp =
2π σ0
with the yield stress σ0 .
Within this thesis, a numerical determination of KI and T -stress is performed. Its determination scheme and the limitations of the theory are illustrated at a small example with
known analytical solution: A single edged notched plate.
The plate features a sharp crack of the length ac = 2 mm and is exposed to uniaxial loading, as depicted in Figure 2.5, left. The stress intensity factor KI (r) is calculated from
linear elastic numerical calculations and is derived by equation (2.22). The results are
plotted over the symmetry plane of the plate in Figure 2.5, right.
These results of the stress intensity factor can be divided into three parts: A highly nonlinear part close to the crack tip, a strongly linear part and again a non-linear part far
from the crack tip.
In a rst step, the non-linear results close to the crack tip and far from the crack are
excluded. The valid area of the linear theory is the linear part of the graph, marked in
grey.
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Figure 2.5.: Model of the single edged notched plate (left) and numerical determination
of the stress intensity factor KI (right)
In a second step, a line of best t is constructed from the results of KI (r) in the grey area
and the stress intensity
factor is determined by linear extrapolation to the crack tip to
√
KI,n = 34.24MP a mm (linear extrapolation method [38]).
This numerically determined stress intensity factor can be cross-checked with the analytical solution. An analytical solution of KI for the example of the single edged notched
plate can be determined by
√
(2.25)
KI = C σ πac
with


C = 1.12 − 0.231

ac
wp




+ 10.55

ac
wp

2


− 21.72

ac
wp

3


+ 30.39

ac
wp

4

(2.26)

up to a ratio of ac /wp = 0.6 [32]. Here, the width of the plate is represented by wp
and the crack length by ac as depicted in Figure 2.5,
√ left. The resulting analytical stress
intensity factor is determined to KI,a = 34.36MP a mm. When comparing KI,a to KI,n ,
a variation of 0.3 % is considered as reasonable.
One could argue that the numerical determination of the stress intensity factor depends
on the range used for the line of best t and in turn the denition of the valid area of the
linear elastic theory. Nevertheless, the resulting stress intensity factor KI is not sensitive
to slight variations of the chosen range of values for the best t line. Therefore, the
respective range marked in Figure 2.5, right, should not be understood as a precise rule
for the exact calculation of KI .
As stated above, changing the range of the so-called valid area does not have a high impact
on the determined stress intensity factor. Still, when dening the range of results utilized
to derive the best t line, one needs to keep in mind the previously discussed limitations
of this linear theory.
According to its similarity to the analytical solution, the linear extrapolation method is
considered to be accurate to determine the stress intensity factor. The determination of
the T-stress follows an analogous procedure and is therefore not discussed in detail.
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As a side note, it should also be mentioned that some strategies exist to extend this linear
theory to consider plastic deformations. Nevertheless, within this thesis the determined
values of KI and T are used to dene the boundary conditions of a surrogate model and
not to evaluate a critical stress state at the crack tip for crack propagation. Therefore, no
plastic eects will be discussed at this point.
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The rst observations of hydrogen embrittlement were made already about 140 years ago
by Johnson [4], but the actual mechanism leading to the brittle response within metals is
still controversially discussed within literature.
In this chapter, an overview of the conditions in the natural gas pipeline system is given
and the experimental ndings of how hydrogen inuences the pipeline materials are summarized. On the basis of these ndings, a likely mechanism for hydrogen embrittlement is investigated. Afterwards, a mathematical model accounting for this mechanism is presented.

3.1. General overview of the present natural gas pipeline systems
Within this study, the eect of hydrogen on natural gas pipeline systems is discussed.
Therefore, the actual conditions within the pipeline systems need to be known before the
eect of hydrogen can be accounted for.
The European gas network has been established incrementally during the last 78 years [39].
It was developed around existing national gas pipeline systems like the one in Southern
France, Northern Italy, Germany and Romania. Due to its short time of existence, in
most European states replacements of pipelines has not yet been required. Nevertheless,
in some member states, which host the previous national pipeline systems, replacements
have to be considered [39]. Due to these dierent conditions in local pipeline systems, it
would be misleading to discuss the European natural gas pipeline system as a whole. In
the following, the German pipeline system is considered in more detail.
The German gas pipeline system was formed step by step by merging local private
pipeline systems over several decades [40]. This growing pipeline system, mainly in the
private sector, diers signicantly from the one of other European countries where the
system was predominantly shaped by the government. This can be clearly seen when
comparing the 16 transmission system operators in Germany with only seven in Austria
and two in France [40]. Transmission system operators deliver the natural gas from the
producer to local gas distribution companies. Furthermore, the German gas system, with
its 700 regional gas distribution companies, is the most complex one in Europe.
Due to the fact that the German natural gas pipeline system grew together from regional
ones, also dierent materials and conditions may be encountered. In general, mostly steel
grades from S235 to S355 can be found. In the last decades also the high strength pipeline
steel X70 was used in numerous projects in Germany for high pressurised gas pipelines [41].
Since there is a need of improving the strength level of the pipelines to reduce the amount
of required material and thus the costs, the pipeline steel X80 was developed and the rst
pipeline was commissioned in Germany in 1992 [42]. As of today, this material is well
established [42] while the ultra high strength pipeline steel X100 is still under investigation and is not industrially produced by now.
The dimensions and pressures vary for pipelines transmitting the gas over long distances
(transmission pipeline) and the local distribution system. The pressure in a transmission
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pipeline is reported to be up to 100 bar = 10 MP a with diameters above 500 mm [40, 39].
In local distribution systems the diameters are mostly between 225 mm and 350 mm at
pressures from 0.1 bar and 1 bar [43, 44].
In the natural gas pipeline system, it is a frequent occurrence that some sections are
damaged during their service life, such as by corrosion and local cracks [45]. These passages
need to be monitored and partly replaced. But not every locally damaged pipeline has
to be replaced immediately since the operation safety is not markedly inuenced. Even
when the pipeline is locally damaged and thus the material is exposed to local plastic
deformations, the rest of the pipeline can still carry the load in most of the cases [45].
Nevertheless, this needs to be proven for every critical part according to the normative
standard.
When following the idea of transporting hydrogen gas through the existing natural gas
pipeline system, the brittle eect on the pipelines needs to be quantied. Especially the
impact on already damaged pipeline segments needs to be carefully investigated since
hydrogen accumulates at the local stress and strain peaks around these defects [15, 46].
This locally increased hydrogen concentration can promote brittle crack propagation which
in turn leads to a brittle collapse of the whole pipeline segment.
In the following chapter, the general observed eect of hydrogen embrittlement is
summarized and parameters inuencing the amount of embrittlement are discussed.

3.2. Experimental investigations of hydrogen effect on metals
Within literature, a substantial amount of experimental studies investigating dierent
aspects of hydrogen embrittlement for dierent materials is available. Since the inuence
of hydrogen is, beside other factors, scattering for dierent materials and since there is no
standard testing procedure, the according results can very well be even contradictory [47].
An overview of test results for various materials is given by Somerday [48]. In this chapter,
experimental ndings for low carbon steels used typically in the natural gas pipeline system
exposed to hydrogen are discussed.
First of all, the experimental observations are reviewed. Then parameters inuencing the
amount of hydrogen embrittlement are examined. A summary of the chemical composition
of the discussed materials can be found in Table A.1 and Table A.2 in the appendix.

3.2.1. Analysis of fracture strain and fracture surface at the example of
tensile tests
The brittle eect of hydrogen can be well shown by the example of tensile tests. In
Figure 3.1 the stress-strain curves for two types of tensile specimens, smooth and notched,
are schematically depicted.
For smooth specimens, the hydrogen inuence is limited to alter the specimen's elongation
in the plastic regime, as depicted in Figure 3.1, left. A pronounced eect on the yield stress
σy0 or the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) σu cannot be detected. This behaviour was
recognized for various low carbon steels (A-516-USA, A-516-JAP, A-106-B, A-14, BF-5,
DG-2) by Hoover at al. [49] and for a mild low carbon steel S235JR by Merson et al. [50].
The tensile specimens by Hoover et al. [49] were extracted from pipelines, which were
already in service, as well as virgin materials. The tests were conducted in a high pressure
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Figure 3.1.: Schematic illustration of hydrogen inuence by the stress-strain curve for a
smooth tensile specimen (left) and a notched one (right) (derived from the
results of Hoover et al. [49])
cell with a hydrogen gas pressure of 6.9 MP a. The authors observed that the inuence
of hydrogen starts after reaching the UTS, when necking occurs. It was concluded that
hydrogen embrittlement for low and high strength steel is tied to the localization of ow
at the specimen neck and is independent from the base metal chemistry as well as the
weld metal microstructure.
Merson et al. [50] examined an electrolytically charged at tensile specimens of the low
carbon steel S235JR and concluded all in all the same results: Hydrogen is not aecting
the UTS and the yield stress, but is reducing the fracture strain. Using interrupted tensile
testing for smooth specimens, Nanninga et al. [51] concluded that the crack initiation
starts after reaching the UTS for high strength low carbon steel X100. Thus, hydrogen
embrittlement occurs when reaching the UTS which is correlated to the surface crack initiation. Therefore, hydrogen embrittlement is tied to the formation of surface cracks which
create new surfaces for an enhanced hydrogen uptake and provide localized stress elds at
which hydrogen accumulates.
For a notched tensile specimen, the eect of hydrogen gets more pronounced. Besides the
elongation, also the UTS is globally reduced, which is schematically marked by σuH in
Figure 3.1, right. This reduction was noticed for various low carbon steels by Hoover et al.
[49]. As for the smooth tensile specimens, hydrogen embrittlement was found to be insensitive to the chemistry and microstructure of the material. However, a strong dependency
on the macroscopic yield stress was identied. Therefore, the elongation at the maximal applied force in the presence of hydrogen was measured by Hoover et al., named as
critical elongation ∆lu (H2 ). This elongation ∆lu (H2 ) was observed to be tied to the crack
initiation process at the surface of the tensile specimens. Hoover et al. surprisingly found
a correlation of ∆lu (H2 ) and the yield stress, as reproduced in Figure 3.2. Furthermore,
it can be seen from Figure 3.2 that high strength steels (which already tolerate only little
plastic deformations in absence of hydrogen) can almost bear no plastic deformations in
the presence of hydrogen.
At rst sight, the observed reduction of the UTS seems to be contradictory to the results
of the smooth tensile specimens. In the following, this peculiarity shall be discussed in
more detail.
The reduction of the macroscopic UTS can be explained by the stress localization
appearing at the notch tip of the specimen. Here, locally the yield stress is reached
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Figure 3.2.: Correlation of initial material yield strength and a critical elongation ∆lu (H2 )
in the presenence of hydrogen. The critical elongation was identied as the
elongation at maximal applied load in an uniaxial tensile test with notched
samples in a hydrogen atmosphere. The shortenings specify if the sample
was welded: BM - base material, GW - girth weld and SW - seam weld
(reproduced from [49], the units were converted from inch and ksi to mm
and MP a, respectively). The chemical composition of these materials can be
found in Table A.2.
earlier than the one measured on macroscopic level. Accordingly, also the UTS is reached
locally prior to global detection. As hydrogen accumulates locally, the thereof provoked
embrittlement initiates before the macroscopic UTS is achieved. This local embrittlement
alters the globally determined UTS of the tensile specimen. In this way, the localization
of the embrittlement eect explains the results of notched samples, which at the rst sight
seem to be in contradiction to the stress-strain curve of the smooth tensile specimens.
This explanation is backed by the results of an interrupted tensile test with a notched
sample [49]. The specimens were unaected by hydrogen until the rst surface cracks
were initiated closely after reaching the yield stress. The crack formation was directly
correlated with the separation of the two stress-strain curves of tensile tests in air and in
hydrogen gas (compare Figure 3.1). It is the same observation like for smooth samples:
Hydrogen embrittlement could be observed just when surface cracks were formed, triggered by locally reaching the UTS.
Thus, it can be concluded that notched samples generally show the same behaviour
as smooth ones while the globally observed reduction of the UTS can lead to a
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misinterpretation of results. However, to generally characterize the eect of hydrogen
on the material properties, a smooth specimen is more suitable since the aforementioned
localized eects are excluded, disclosing a more comprehensible material behaviour. Thus,
if not indicated dierently, smooth tensile specimens are investigated in the following.
Up to this point, the general eect of hydrogen embrittlement on a tensile specimen was
discussed by investigating the stress-strain curve. In the following, further parameters
indicating the brittle eect of hydrogen are discussed.

Reduction of Area
The reduction of fracture area (RA) of a tensile specimen is a frequently used measure to
describe the ductility of materials. Here, the initial cross section of the tensile specimen
is compared to the one after straining. A large RA implies large plastic deformations
during necking which is characteristic for ductile materials. Consequently, a small RA is
correlated to rather brittle materials. An advantage of investigating this parameter lies in
its simple determination.
When comparing the RA of a hydrogen charged sample with a specimen tested in air,
Hoover et al. [49] noticed that hydrogen reduces the RA, hinting at a brittle behaviour.
When now comparing the RA of samples strained with and without hydrogen of the same
material, the RA is about 50 % less in presence of hydrogen than the RA of equivalent
specimens tested in air [49].

Fracture surface examination
With the help of surface examination also the ductility of materials can be determined.
This investigation can further characterize the failure mode of the sample as a simple
measure of the RA. The examination of the fracture surface of tensile specimens can give
additional clues on hydrogen embrittlement.
Hoover et al. [49] investigated dierent low carbon steels and detected surface cracks on
all samples strained within a hydrogen gas atmosphere, but the depth of material penetration diered. For the A-516 steel, no deep cracks could be recognized, whereas a complete
penetration of the material was discovered for a girth welded A-106 steel. The hydrogen
induced at fracture varied from material to material. Flat fracture has the same meaning
as quasi cleavage on macroscale. This term refers to a fracture surface morphology with
at areas indicating brittle failure and thus the absence of dimples which indicate ductile,
plastic failure.
For low carbon steels, a general trend was noticed: The greater the post necking strain and
the smaller the nal fracture stress of a material, the greater is the amount of hydrogen
induced at fracture surfaces [49]. This implies that low strength materials which naturally can bear rather large plastic deformations show a quantitatively higher embrittlement
eect than high strength steels. However, high strength steels in turn can generally not
bear as much plastic deformations as the low strength steels. Therefore, even a slight
increase (caused by hydrogen) of the anyway brittle material behaviour of high strength
steels can lead to a fatale collapse of structures.
In a further fracture surface investigation, Merson et al. [50] found cracks surrounded by
brittle failed material. These so called "sheyes" were only present for samples tested in
a hydrogen atmosphere and are marked in Figure 3.3.
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"sheyes"

200 µm
Figure 3.3.: Fracture surface of a S235 tensile specimen with the scanning electron microscope (SEM) at a charging current density of 170 mA/cm2 [50]
In order to gain more insight on how and at which loading state the sheyes were
formed, the sample was loaded with hydrogen and subsequently unloaded by a heating
procedure [50]. In this case, no sheye defects were recognized and the original ductility
was reached. Still, cracks could be detected which were not present in all samples never
charged with hydrogen. Therefore, the cracks seem to originate from cathodic charging
while the brittle areas of the sheyes were formed during tensile loading in case of hydrogen
charged samples. Thus, the hydrogen could enter the material over the crack surfaces and
showed to embrittle the material in the vicinity of these defects.
In an additional study of visually examining the fracture surface of tensile specimens at
high strain rates of 0.55 s−1 , Moro et al. [52] discovered that only an outer ring of the
surface showed brittle failure while the rest remains in a ductile failure mode. About 90 %
of the total fracture surface showed a ductile failure mode. Due to the high strain rate, the
hydrogen gas, which surrounded the specimen while straining, could not be transported
fast enough inside the material to cause brittle failure over the whole prole. This eect
of the strain rate will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3.2.3. In the case of the
precharged samples of Merson et al. [50], it would have been interesting to investigate the
surface of a specimen at the same level of strain rate to examine the size of the brittle
area caused by internal hydrogen.
A constant dislocation density over several grains inside the pipeline material X60 and
X80 was discovered by Martin et al. [53]. This constant gradient of dislocation density
gives hints of the actual underlying mechanism leading to hydrogen embrittlement. This
will be discussed in detail in chapter 3.3.
To conclude, the behaviour of tensile test specimens in the presence of hydrogen was presented. For smooth samples, a brittle eect due to hydrogen could be determined after
reaching the UTS, concurring with surface crack formations. Notched samples show a more
pronounced embrittlement eect when exposed to hydrogen due to the more localized
stress and strain elds at the notches, causing a promotion of hydrogen accumulation.
These results highlight that hydrogen embrittlement gets more critical in presence of local
defects.
While using the RA only the general embrittlement of the specimen can be described,
surface observations can yield more insight on the hydrogen embrittlement process.
A material strength dependency on the amount of softening as well as a local embrittlement
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around initiated cracks could be shown. Furthermore, the eect of an increasing strain
rate on the embrittled material and the observed dislocation density lead to a better
understanding of the hydrogen embrittlement process.
All observations from tensile testing given above were presented to give the reader a
general overview of hydrogen embrittlement. The importance of the dierent observations are put into a more detailed context in the following chapters to derive important
modelling parameters.

3.2.2. Experimental conditions affecting hydrogen embrittlement
Previously, an overview of the general impact of hydrogen on tensile testing was discussed.
In a next step, the inuence of varying testing conditions shall be examined. On the
one hand, the inuence of two available charging techniques, which are mainly used in
literature, are examined. On the other hand, the eect of the presence of hydrogen gas in
dierent stages of tensile straining is reviewed.

Charging technique
For introducing hydrogen into a specimen, two dierent procedures exist: charging in a
pressurized gas cell or cathodically. Both charging techniques can introduce a comparable
amount of hydrogen, what Lam et al. [47] showed in an overview paper for a at, double
notched tensile specimen. Apart from the charging technique, the exact same test environment was used [54, 47]. The tensile test results of a specimen charged cathodically by a
current density of 2.5 mA/cm2 and a specimen charged within a hydrogen gas atmosphere
of 21 MP a are essentially the same with regard to the fracture behaviour and the morphology of the fracture surface.
However, there is one dierence between these two charging techniques: Introducing
hydrogen by cathodical charging is more aggressive and can introduce damage to the
material especially for high current densities. As already briey discussed in chapter 3.2.1,
Merson et al. [50] examined that once the hydrogen content is removed by a heating procedure from an cathodically charged tensile specimen at a current density of 170 mA/cm2 , the
same ductility can be recovered. Nevertheless, once specimens were charged with hydrogen,
cracks appeared at the fracture surface which were not monitored in non-charged samples.
Merson et al. concluded that these cracks were introduced while charging the specimen
cathodically [50].
According to the discussion above, comparable amounts of hydrogen embrittlement could
be observed for chathodical charged samples and specimens tested in a high gas pressure
cell. Nevertheless, cracks are induced by the cathodic charging technique at high current
densities.

Influence of charging chronology in hydrogen atmosphere
Another factor which inuences experimental results is the chronological order of the
hydrogen charging procedure. A hydrogen concentration can be introduced before testing
or while testing (in-situ testing). According to literature, both charging techniques
are used to induce hydrogen in a specimen. For specimens, which were loaded before
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testing, a decreasing hydrogen content can be observed at the surface. This surface
concentration was determined to about half of the one in the bulk material [8]. For in-situ
charged specimens, the contrary occurs: At the surface of the specimen, a high hydrogen
concentration can be detected which is decreasing to the center of the specimen until a
constant distribution is reached. Thus, the hydrogen atmosphere within a specimen varies,
dependent even on the process used to charge the sample with hydrogen. Nevertheless,
both procedures in general can lead to a pronounced embrittlement.
In order to get a better understanding in which state of tensile testing the hydrogen is
inuencing the material properties, three tests conducted by Moro et al. [52] are reviewed
in the following.
The tensile tests were performed in a pressure cell with hydrogen gas and nitrogen gas as
an inert environment. It was monitored that the nitrogen gas does not change the fracture
behaviour of the investigated high strength low carbon pipeline steel X80. A strain rate
of 5 10−5 s−1 has been applied at room temperature.
In the rst test scenario the notched specimens are charged for 60 min at an hydrogen
pressure of 30 MP a in advance of testing and then strained at the same hydrogen pressure.
The tensile test was interrupted shortly before the fracture would occur for specimens
exposed to a 30 MP a hydrogen pressure until failure (see Figure 3.4, black cross). The
hydrogen within the cell was replaced by 0.2 MP a nitrogen (over the course of 8 min),
after which the specimen was strained until failure. The results imply that the fracture
strain is surprisingly ductile.
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Figure 3.4.: Stress-strain curves from tensile tests using a notched specimen, left, and a
smooth specimen, right. The tests were conducted in a high pressure cell
with a X80 pipeline steel specimens. The hydrogen gas application phase is
marked by H2 , while a nitrogen gas atmosphere is marked with N2 . The gas
pressures are 30 MP a, if not marked dierently (compare Moro et al. [52]).
In order to understand this ductile behaviour of test 1, a second test scenario was
discussed [52]. In a rst step, the specimen is strained in 30 MP a nitrogen gas again until
the point where almost brittle failure occurs for a specimen tested in a hydrogen gas
atmosphere. This point is marked in Figure 3.4 by a black cross. Then, the nitrogen gas
was replaced by hydrogen and the specimen was strained until failure. The failure mode
shows to be brittle, even when the specimen was exposed to hydrogen only for a short
time period (compare Figure 3.4, blue line).
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In test 1, the specimens were exposed to a hydrogen gas atmosphere over a total of one
hour, whereas in test 2 only for eight minutes a hydrogen gas atmosphere was present
in the experimental environment. This leads to the nding that hydrogen is transferring
the failure mode from ductile to brittle only if hydrogen is present during necking and
thus crack initiation. It is concluded that the occurring surface cracks during necking
provide advantageous hydrogen uptake surfaces. Thus, embrittlement only occurs when
the specimen is surrounded by hydrogen gas during this stage. This is in agreement with
the surface cracks observed by Hoover et al. [49] (compare chapter 3.2.1).
In a third test, a tensile specimen was loaded before testing within 30 MP a hydrogen gas
and then strained until failure in a nitrogen atmosphere. When comparing the value of
the UTS to the one of test 1 and test 2, a decrease can be recognized. This is caused by a
reduced value of the cross section S0 . Moro et al. referred to this specimen as notched one.
Nevertheless, the used tensile specimen has only a reduced cross section, but no sharper
notch as in the sketch of Figure 3.2, top right. Thus, in this context, this specimen is
referred to as smooth, which is also supported by the typical results of the stress strain
curve in Figure 3.4 for smooth tensile specimen. However, in case of test 3, the authors
state that no brittle behaviour could be noticed as the results lie within the scatter of the
test results (compare Figure 3.4, right).
The result of test 3 of Moro et al. [52] is in contrast to the ndings of Merson et al. [50],
who could observe a pronounced embrittlement of tensile specimens charged electrolytically
before straining for 60 minutes at a current density of 170 mA/cm2 . This at tensile specimen was tested 5 min after charging. Thus, in the case of the tests within the pressure cell
by Moro et al. [52], a surface layer could prevent the hydrogen uptake during the charging
process of test 3. Nevertheless, the authors stated that they took actions to prevent the
creation of such a surface layer. Another explanation would be that the time of one hour,
in which the specimen was exposed to the hydrogen atmosphere, was too short or the
hydrogen pressure was not large enough to introduce a sucient hydrogen content into
the specimen.
In order to explain these diverging results of Moro et al. and Merson et al., the applied
current density needs to be related to the hydrogen gas pressure. In the previous paragraph, when discussing the charging techniques, it was stated that a current density of
2.5 mA/cm2 could be related to a pressure of 21 MP a [54, 47]. The current density used
by Merson et al. is 68-times larger than the one related to a gas pressure of 21 MP a. It
should be noted that the results cannot be simply linearly extrapolated due to dierent test
environments and since no further information on the coupling behaviour of the charging
current density and the hydrogen pressure is available. Nevertheless, it can be concluded
that the hydrogen gas pressure which is needed to result in the same embrittlement
behaviour as for a current density of 170 mA/cm2 has to be extensively larger than the
aforementioned 21 MP a. Judging from the dierent grades of hydrogen embrittlement,
the hydrogen pressure also needs to be larger than the 30 MP a investigated by Moro et
al. [52]. Thus, the reason for the dierent observed eects can be found in the dierent
charging techniques. The cathodical charging technique used by Merson et al. introduces
a higher amount of hydrogen atoms in the same time than specimens charged within a
pressurized gas cell by 30 MP a.
It can be concluded that for samples charged with hydrogen before straining, the amount
of introduced hydrogen needs to be rather large in order to embrittle the material. These
high required internal hydrogen populations seem not to be practically attainable in case
of charging the specimen within a pressurized hydrogen gas atmosphere. Since in the
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natural gas pipeline system the hydrogen would be present in form of gas, one important
fact of hydrogen entering the material can be derived: If hydrogen gas is present in a tube,
the inuence of hydrogen is pronounced in the case of crack initiation or crack propagation.
Then, the uptake of hydrogen is rather rapid over the new surfaces and causes a fatal brittle
failure mode.

3.2.3. Characterization of major parameters affecting hydrogen embrittlement
Previously the eect of hydrogen was discussed in general for uniaxial tensile tests and
experimental factors like charging techniques as well as the importance of the presence
of hydrogen availability during tensile straining were discussed. Here, the inuence of
dierent parameters on the amount of hydrogen embrittlement are analysed, namely the
hydrogen content, the material strength level, welding and the strain rate. The importance
of including these parameters in the actual numerical model are discussed.

Hydrogen content
In Figure 3.5, the relationship of hydrogen pressure within a high pressure gas cell and
the according fracture strain of an in-situ tensile test is depicted for dierent low carbon
steels. It should be noted that the strain rate as well as the experimental procedure might
vary since the experiments were performed by dierent research groups. Therefore, the
results can only be qualitatively compared. The results of Moro et al. [52] show a dotted
line between 5 and 30 MP a, indicating that in between these pressures, the authors stated
that the fracture elongation is constant without mentioning the exact relation between
hydrogen pressure and fracture strain. The scattering of the results is marked, if available.
For all the tests depicted in Figure 3.5, the same trend can be observed. The higher the
hydrogen pressure is within the test cell, the higher the hydrogen induced reduction of
fracture strain is until a minimum of fracture strain and thus a maximum of embrittlement
is reached. After reaching this plateau, any further increase of the hydrogen pressure within
the cell does not lead to a pronounced further embrittlement.
It should be noted that already small hydrogen pressures of 0.1 MP a show to reduce the
fracture strain. Therefore, even the general presence of hydrogen already induces a brittle
behaviour. From those low pressures on, a decreasing non-linear fracture strain with
increasing hydrogen pressure can be observed until a plateau is reached.
These results imply that a maximum of hydrogen embrittlement in a material is attainable.

Material strength dependency
Another factor inuencing the amount of hydrogen embrittlement is the material strength
level. Hardie et al. [56] investigated the eect of the material strength level by comparing
the pipeline steels X60, X80 and X100 under tensile straining and cathodic polarization
charging at 40 ◦C . The reduction of fracture area (RA) was investigated as a measure of
embrittlement. For a current density of 0.44 mA the same RA for all tested steels could
be detected. However, when applying a higher current density of 0.66 mA, an enhanced
embrittlement with increasing strength level was recognized.
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Figure 3.5.: Fracture strain in relation to the hydrogen pressure within a high pressure
gas cell for dierent materials and strain rates; The dotted line for X80 steel
denotes that Moro et al. [52] solely stated that in this domain of hydrogen
concentration, the fracture strain is considered as constant.
Nanninga et al. [51] also examined an increase of hydrogen embrittlement with alloy
strength by examining the steels X52, X65 and X100 under tensile straining. When
examining the surface, the number of micro cracks increased with the material strength
level, which in turn correlates with an increase in hydrogen embrittlement.
Furthermore, Hoover et al. [49] stated that for the investigated pipeline materials, high
strength low carbon steels tolerate very little plastic localized strain in the presence of
hydrogen, as discussed in chapter 3.2.1. This can be attributed to their in general limited
toleration of plastic deformation even without hydrogen. Thus, in case of high strength
steels the embrittlement is more critical.
Hardie et al. [56] pointed out that the dependence on strength level seems to correlate
with the applied current density and thus the available hydrogen concentration. Therefore,
a threshold for the hydrogen concentration is suspected at which the material strength
dependence can be observed. Unfortunately, the current density cannot be directly linked
to the hydrogen pressure and no lower bound can be identied. It can only be stated that
at hydrogen pressures of 6.9 MP a [49] and 13.8 MP a [51], a strength level dependent eect
could be discovered.

Welded samples
Parfene at el. [57] examined the inuence of welds on hydrogen induced embrittlement by
Charpy Impact testing. The welding procedure itself introduced an hydrogen atmosphere
in the specimen. For a low carbon steel S235JR, an increase of embrittlement was detected
when using girth welded as well as seam welded base materials. The amount of introduced
hydrogen, using manual arc welding, is in this case higher than the hydrogen introduced
by charging the base material electrolytically for 30 hours. Unfortunately, the charging
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current density was not reported. The contrary was stated by Hoover et al. [49]: For seam
and girth welded low carbon steels the same amount of reduction of area was detected as
for the base material.
To include the inuence of welds in numerical models mainly three driving parameters can
be identied: The local change of strength level in the weld, thermal eigenstrains and an
additionally induced hydrogen atmosphere during the welding process. Nevertheless, the
experimental results are contradictory. Since no eect on welds could be determined when
tests were realized in a hydrogen gas atmosphere, and in the pipeline system hydrogen
would be ducted through in form of gas, welds are not considered within this work.

Strain rate
Merson et al. [50] examined the inuence of the applied strain rate on a tensile specimen
of low carbon steel S235JR which was electrolytically precharged with hydrogen.
In Figure 3.6, left, the relationship of the fracture strain to the strain rate is plotted
for dierent charging current densities and thus varying internal hydrogen concentrations.
For specimens not charged with hydrogen, the fracture strain is slightly decreasing for
higher strain rates. Nevertheless this slight decreasing tendency lies in the scattering of
the experimental results and can be interpreted as constant.
When examining the results of hydrogen charged samples, a clear dependence on the strain
rate is observed. For low strain rates of 10−4 s−1 the fracture strain decreases signicantly
which implies a high hydrogen induced embrittlement. In the case of higher strain rates
of 10−1 s−1 , the induced hydrogen has almost no eect on the fracture strain. This is due
to the fact that at these high strain rates, the hydrogen in the specimen does not have
enough time to redistribute and accumulate at critical places, like for example at stress
peaks in the vicinity of crack tips. Thus, the hydrogen cannot eectively embrittle the
material. If the hydrogen concentration is increased within the specimen by applying a
higher charging current density, the embrittlement gets more pronounced considering the
same strain rate.
Similar results were obtained by Moro et al. [52]. Besides the three tests discussed above
in chapter 3.2.2, they examined tensile specimens of high strength low carbon steel X80
within a constant hydrogen atmosphere for various strain rates. The results are extracted
from stress-strain curves and are depicted in Figure 3.6, right. The results in nitrogen
environment imply a slightly increasing fracture strain with increasing strain rate, but the
provided amount of tests is not large enough to justify direct conclusions. However, a clear
dependency on the strain rate for specimens tested in a 30 MP a hydrogen atmosphere is
noticed. The higher the strain rate, the lower the embrittlement due to hydrogen shows
to be.
Nanninga et al. [51] reported no clear dependency on the strain rate for a high strength low
carbon steel X100. The test was transduced in-situ at a hydrogen pressure of 13.8 MP a.
For strain rates from 10−5 s−1 to 10−2 s−1 , only a slight increase of ductility with rising
strain rate could be observed. This increase was judged as not signicant compared
to the scattering of test results. It was concluded that in this case the strain rate has
only a little inuence on the amount of embrittlement. It should be noted that the
hydrogen gas atmosphere while testing is less than half of the pressure that was used for
in-situ testing by Moro et al. [52]. Furthermore, Merson et al. [50] recognized that for
higher hydrogen concentrations the dependency on the strain rate is more pronounced.
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Figure 3.6.: Fracture strain over strain rate of uniaxial tensile tests with smooth
specimens; tests conducted in air after electrolytically charging the specimens
of low carbon steel S235JR with dierent current densities, reproduced from
[50] (left); tests conducted in a high pressure cell with specimens made of
X80 steel, data reproduced from [52] (right)
Thus, the two contradictory observations of the inuence of the strain rate on the amount
of hydrogen embrittlement can again be explained by two dierent hydrogen concentrations within the material.
It can be concluded that the dependency of hydrogen embrittlement on the strain rate is
inuenced by the local hydrogen concentration or moreover the availability of hydrogen.
In the pipeline system only small pressure changes are expected and thus the present strain
rate is rather small. Therefore, the eect of strain rate does not have to be considered
when modelling the pipeline system.

3.2.4. Identification of essential parameters for numerical modelling
In the previous chapters, an overview of the conditions in a natural gas pipeline system
as well as an analysis of experimental ndings was given. Furthermore, the inuence of
the environmental conditions during testing on the amount of hydrogen embrittlement
were presented.
Four parameters were discussed in chapter 3.2.3 which inuence the amount of hydrogen
embrittlement, namely the hydrogen content, the material strength dependency, welded
samples as well as the strain rate. In the following, these parameters are discussed
regarding their importance when investigating gas pipeline systems.
The most important parameter in case of the investigated gas pipeline structures is
the hydrogen gas pressure within the tube. With rising gas pressure, the brittle eect
of hydrogen increases. Firstly, this parameter obviously has to be considered in the
mechanical model by including pressure boundary conditions. Secondly, the gas pressure
needs to be related to a surface hydrogen concentration as boundary condition of
a hydrogen distribution model, since the amount of hydrogen which can enter into the
material lattice directly depends on the surrounding gas pressure.
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The material strength dependent on increased hydrogen embrittlement can be interpreted
as a material dependent parameter, which modies the amount of hydrogen embrittlement
in mechanical modelling. It should be kept in mind that for lower hydrogen pressures, the
eect of the material strength can be neglected, while a lower bound of hydrogen pressure
could not clearly be determine.
Since the tubes of the pipeline system have weld lines, the inuence of welds on the
amount of hydrogen embrittlement is also an interesting parameter. Welded samples,
which were tested in hydrogen atmosphere, did not show a more pronounced embrittlement
than specimens without welds. Thus, at this point in time, this parameter is not further
investigated.
The inuence of the strain rate can be neglected within the pipeline systems, since only
minor changes in pressures are expected in the tubes.
All in all, two primal parameters could be identied to inuence the grade of hydrogen
embrittlement in a natural gas pipeline system. The hydrogen gas pressure in the tube
and the material strength level.
In a next step, a short excurse to experimental ndings on meso length scale shall be given.
Understanding these underlying material processes simplies the subsequent interpretation
of macroscale experimental results as well as the underlying hydrogen embrittlement
mechanism.

3.2.5. Changes in grid dislocation amount and behaviour
Up to this point, the focus of discussion was put on the macroscopic eect of hydrogen
on the material in form of tensile testing. In the following paragraph, a more detailed
look at experimental ndings on the mesoscale is presented. The fundamental description
of dislocation behaviour and its continuum mechanical interpretation can be found in
chapter 2.2.
In order to test the inuence of hydrogen on the dislocation mobility, Robertson et al. [58]
used electron thinned foils under tensile loading conditions and utilized a transmission
electron microscope to observe the dislocation behaviour. Two types of experiments were
conducted by in-situ testing with hydrogen gas pressures of up to 20 kP a.
In a rst test electron thinned foils were stretched so that the dislocations started to
move. When hydrogen gas was introduced, a higher velocity of the dislocations could
be recognized. By removing the hydrogen gas atmosphere, the original velocity was
recovered.
For the second test hydrogen gas was introduced to a thinned foil at a constantly applied
force with stationary dislocations. When introducing the hydrogen atmosphere, these
dislocations started to move.
According to the two tests, it can be concluded that hydrogen speeds up dislocations
motion as well as that dislocations start moving at lower stress levels. It is interesting
to note that this however is not dependent on the material structure or dislocation type.
Robertson et al. [58] were able to examine that it rather depends on the hydrogen gas
pressure as well as the purity of the material.
For a higher carbon level in Fe-steel, a decreasing dislocation velocity has been
observed [59]. This eect was traced back to the fact that carbon acts as an impurity
in the material and impedes the dislocation motion. Thus, the dislocation velocity was
observed to depend on the material purity.
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It could be argued that this enhanced dislocation motion is due to the fact of introducing
a gas pressure around the thin foil. This could be disconrmed by using a dry inert
gas [58]. Here, an increase in dislocation motion according to the induced pressure could
be detected for some seconds before steady state conditions were reached. The eect of
hydrogen gas on the dislocation mobility noticeable exceeded this time frame.
However, the general eect of hydrogen enhancing the mobility of dislocations could be
observed for numerous materials, pure metals and alloys. Robertson et al. concluded that
this eect is therefore independent from the crystal structure [59, 58]. Additionally, an
enhanced production of dislocations has been monitored and thus the actual number of
dislocation increased in the plastic regions.
Furthermore, an increasing slip planarity in the presence of hydrogen has been determined
by nanoindentation for nickel [8, 7]. A further observed eect of hydrogen is a reduction
of the dislocation pile up distance at a grain boundary for the 310SS steel [59].
A discussion and interpretation of the observed eects described above can be found in
chapter 3.3.

3.3. General mechanisms for describing hydrogen embrittlement
phenomena
According to the conclusion of chapter 3.1, the critical sections of pipeline systems are the
already damaged ones. Consequently, all mechanisms are explained at the example of a
crack and its propagation.
The stress state of a blunted crack is well known from fracture mechanics [32, 60]. The
maximal hydrostatic stresses are located shortly ahead of the crack tip. This means that
here the material is strained volumetrically. At this strained region, hydrogen accumulates
easily due to the additional spacing between the host lattice molecules. Thus, the hydrogen
present within the material or the one entering through the material surface accumulates
in front of a crack tip [21, 15]. In the following, this eect is schematically depicted for all
mechanisms indicated by arrows for the moving direction of the hydrogen.
Generally the mechanisms of hydrogen embrittlement can be distinguished in two main
groups; in materials where the host lattice of the material reacts with hydrogen to a brittle
hydride and in materials which do not form hydride.

3.3.1. Materials exhibiting hydride forming under hydrogen influence
In hydride forming materials, like Titanium (Ta), Vanadium (V) and Zirconium (Zr), the
mechanism of hydride embrittlement is active. This mechanism includes that the accumulated hydrogen at the crack tip nucleates with the host material and forms a brittle hydride
like depicted in Figure 3.7. The crack propagates, when a critical size of the hydride is
reached and cleavage occurs. The crack stops at the interface of the hydride until enough
hydrogen is diused again to the crack tip to form the brittle hydride [61]. This mechanism
could be clearly shown for hydride forming materials within several experiments [62, 63].
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Figure 3.7.: Scheme of hydride embrittlement mechanism. The dots, which mark the
hydrogen, should only give a broad idea where hydrogen is accumulated
(adapted from [64]).
3.3.2. Materials with no hydride forming under hydrogen influence
For non-hydride forming materials, dierent mechanisms are discussed in the scientic
community [58, 61, 64, 65]. The Hydrogen Enhanced Decohesion (HEDE) mechanism, the
Hydrogen Enhanced Localized Plasticity (HELP) mechanism and the Adsorption Induced
Dislocation Emission (AIDE) mechanism. These mechanisms are discussed in greater
detail, since the pipeline system is constructed out of non-hydride forming materials.

HEDE
The Hydrogen Enhanced Decohesion (HEDE) mechanism assumes that accumulated
hydrogen lowers the cohesive strength between atoms within the host lattice. At atomic
sharp crack tips the adsorbed hydrogen lowers the cohesive strength of the atoms and
therefore the crack can propagate at lower stress levels like schematically depicted in
Figure 3.8. Furthermore the hydrogen is assumed to lower the atomic bonds inside the
lattice, as a result of the accumulated hydrogen in a short distance ahead of a crack tip.
Here voids start to form and these voids enhance the brittle crack propagation. According
to this HEDE mechanism a tensile separation of the atoms is favored compared to plastic
eects as slip [61].

crack
hydrogen
Figure 3.8.: Scheme of HEDE mechanism. The dots, which mark the hydrogen, should
only give a broad idea where hydrogen is accumulated (adapted from [64]).
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HELP
The Hydrogen Enhanced Localized Plasticity (HELP) mechanism assumes that the
presence of hydrogen shields dislocation or obstacles from each other by changing the
local stress eld. This local renement of the stress eld enables the dislocations to move
at lower stresses, which leads to a more localized plastic zone as depicted in Figure 3.9.
Furthermore, this more localized plasticity in turn leads to a more localized formation of
micro voids. This local softening by enhancing the plastic eects in front of the crack tip
leads to a sudden brittle crack propagation which appears like brittle failure on macroscale.

localized plastic zone
HELP

crack

Plastic zone size
without hydrogen

void

hydrogen

Figure 3.9.: Scheme of HELP mechanism. The dots, which mark the hydrogen, should
only give a broad idea where hydrogen is accumulated (adapted from [64]).

AIDE
The fundamentals of the HEDE mechanism are adapted in a more complex manner to
formulate the Adsorption Induced Dislocation Emission (AIDE) mechanism. It is assumed
that hydrogen is adsorbed at the material surface and reduces here the atomic bounds like
in the HEDE mechanism. This leads to a facilitated nucleation of dislocation cores within
the surface layers by sheering processes. This dislocation cores can be emitted to the
inner of the material at sucient stress levels, forming dislocation bands like depicted
in Figure 3.10. The dislocations are considered to drag the hydrogen atoms inside the
material. In front of the crack tip voids form, enhanced by the accumulated hydrogen.
The facilitated emission of dislocation cores from the surface as well as the void formation
in front of the crack tip lead to a brittle crack propagation on macroscopic scale.

plastic zone
crack

voids
hydrogen
dislocation
Figure 3.10.: Scheme of AIDE mechanism. The dots, which mark the hydrogen, should
only give a broad idea where hydrogen is accumulated (adapted from [64]).
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Concept on atomic length scale

The three mechanisms for non-hydride forming materials described above depict the
embrittlement eect of hydrogen in front of a crack tip. It is commonly agreed in literature
that all three mechanisms act simultaniously within a material, while one mechnism is the
dominant one [15, 65, 66, 67]. The determination of the active mechanism directly from the
macroscopic results discussed in chapter 3.2 is rather dicult. Therefore, the experiments
on the meso length scale are more promising to identify the dominant mechanism. Based
on these results, the behaviour of hydrogen on meso length scale is described in the following while the actual evaluation of the mechanisms shall be discussed in chapter 3.3.3.
The basic link of the micro-structure and the continuum mechanical interpretation is
fundamentally summarized in chapter 2.2.
The description of hydrogen behaviour in the following is based on the work of Robertson
et al. [58]. According to the experimental ndings, hydrogen is on the one hand enhancing
the number of dislocations and on the other hand lowers the stress levels at which the dislocations begin to move (compare chapter 3.2.5). Furthermore an increasing of the moving
velocity could be detected. This observation can be explained by hydrogen accumulating
at the local stress elds of dislocations. Here, the hydrogen locally modies the stress eld
and enables the dislocations to move at lower stress levels. Since a constantly enhanced
dislocation motion can be observed in the presence of hydrogen, Robertson et al. [58]
concluded that the dislocations carry the hydrogen atmosphere with them. A schematic
representation of this eect is depicted in Figure 3.11, A. When the material is strained,
the dislocations move at lower stress levels, implying a higher velocity and dragging the
hydrogen with them.
This concept of dislocations dragging the hydrogen atoms with them naturally explains the
dependency on the strain rate. If the dislocations move too fast, the hydrogen atmosphere
cannot be dragged with the dislocations anymore and the hydrogen atoms start breaking
away from the dislocation cores. In this case, the hydrogen just acts as an impeding
impurity for dislocation motion within the material.
The hydrogen concentration being dragged with the dislocations also gives an explanation
for limited cross slip [58]. In case the dislocations change to an alternative slip plane, the
bounded hydrogen atmosphere needs to be redistributed. Thus, in the case of cross-slip, an
additional force would be needed to drive this redistribution compared to a system without
hydrogen. In other words, more energy would be needed in a system with hydrogen compared to one without hydrogen to generate a change in the slip plane. Since no additional
driving force is present in a material exposed to hydrogen, less cross-slip can take place
and thus the slip-planarity increases [58].
Since hydrogen is assumed to alter the local stress eld, also the dislocation interaction
with a grain boundary is inuenced. In case a dislocation which carries hydrogen reaches
a grain boundary, a reduction in the pile-up distance of dislocations can be recognized
compared to a system without hydrogen [59].
Furthermore, the grain boundaries in general can include dislocations as well as send
dislocations out into another neighbouring grain (compare chapter 2.2). In case dislocations drag hydrogen with them and enter a grain boundary, the hydrogen atmosphere
accumulates here due to its higher binding energy. Thus, the grain boundary acts as a sink.
In Figure 3.11, B, a schematic representation of this eect is illustrated. First, all hydrogen
carried by dislocations entering the grain boundary is bound here until the sink is lled
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Figure 3.11.: Schematic representation of the eect of hydrogen on the dislocation
behaviour: Dislocations drag the hydrogen atmosphere with them and increase the number as well as the velocity of the moving dislocation compared
to a system without hydrogen (A). In the presence of hydrogen, the pile-up
distance of dislocations at grain boundaries is decreased and hydrogen is
accumulated at the grain boundary (B).

and thus no further hydrogen can be hold within the grain boundary. Then, also the
out sending dislocations can drag a hydrogen atmosphere with them. The accumulated hydrogen is changing the local stress state at the grain boundary and provides
an explanation for several observed intergranular failure cases [58].
The experimentally observed increased number of dislocations consequently leads to
an increasing interaction with grain boundaries. The more dislocations enter the
grain boundary, the more disorder is generated.
Beside the inuence of hydrogen on the material properties, also the importance of
hydrogen transport by the dislocations shall be discussed. If hydrogen transport would
be primarily governed by the dislocation motion, embrittlement should be enhanced with
increasing strain rate. This is because with increasing strain rate, the dislocations would
move faster and thus quickly distribute the hydrogen within the specimen. Nevertheless,
there is an upper bound of velocity where the hydrogen gets debounded from the dislocation core. Detailed information of modelling this way of hydrogen transport by a
dislocation sweeping model can be found in [68, 69].
However, the investigated pipeline steel shows a decreasing embrittlement with increasing
strain rate. Thus, the movement and distribution of hydrogen is not dominated by
dislocation transport in the prevalent case. Moreover, it seems that the hydrogen distribution is governed by the mechanical stress and strain eld as broadly described in the
beginning of chapter 3.3. Nevertheless, a hydrogen atmosphere bound to the dislocation
cores still alters the stress state and increases the dislocation density as discussed above.
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Solely the transportation of hydrogen via dislocation as a primal hydrogen distribution
model is discarded.
The discussed eect of hydrogen on the dislocation behaviour can be phenomenologically
transferred to a continuum approach. In continuum mechanics, the micro-mechanically
observed dislocations are accounted for by plastic straining (compare chapter 2.2). Since
the dislocations move at lower stress levels and a higher density is observed in the presence
of hydrogen, the continuum mechanical parameter of the plastic strain could be accumulated at lower stress states. Thus, in total, more plastic strain is accumulated than in the
absence of hydrogen. Since the HEDE mechanism excludes dominant plastic eects, this
interpretation of the experimental results leads to the assumption that either the HELP
or the AIDE mechanism is active in the prevalent case.
The surface examination of a tensile test specimen of Martin et al. [53] supports the eect
discussed above. A constant dislocation density over several grains from the crack surface
could be detected (compare chapter 3.2). This can be explained by the enhanced plastic
processes discussed above. Martin et al. concluded that in case the AIDE mechanism
would be active, a gradient of the dislocation density should be present from the crack
surface to the inside of the bulk material, since the dislocations are assumed to be emitted from the surface. The authors concluded that the AIDE mechanism is not likely to
be active and favoured the HELP mechanism. Nevertheless, Lynch [70] stated that the
expected gradient of dislocations according to the AIDE mechanism could not be separated from the high plastic processes at the crack surface. Thus, the observed constant
dislocation density does not directly discard the AIDE mechanism. For a single crystal
of Fe-Si alloy, a decreasing dislocation density with distance to the crack surface could be
observed under fatigue loading conditions [71, 72, 73]. Therefore, a dominant mechanism
cannot be nally identied in this chapter.
It is concluded that in the presence of hydrogen, dislocations move at lower stress levels
which can be related in a continuum mechanical sense to an accumulation of plastic strain
at lower stress levels. This is in agreement with the HELP as well as the AIDE mechanism.
Furthermore, it could be demonstrated that the hydrogen distribution within the lattice
of a material is not dominated by dislocations dragging hydrogen with them.
After this excurse on hydrogen interaction with the material lattice on mesoscale, in the
next chapter, the conditions in which the dierent mechanisms are active is discussed.

3.3.3. Evaluation and discussion of hydrogen embrittlement mechanisms
The investigated pipeline system consists of non-hydride forming materials. Therefore,
only the three mechanism HEDE, HELP and AIDE are discussed in the following. Based
on the experimental ndings, the HELP and AIDE mechanism were favoured. Here, an
overview of the applicability of the dierent mechanism shall be given for dierent material
strength levels leading to the determination of one mechanism applied in the continuum
approach within this thesis.
It is commonly agreed upon in literature that not a single mechanism is responsible for
the brittle eect of hydrogen on the material properties. Moreover, all three mechanisms
act simultaneously while one dominates [15, 65, 66, 67].
One parameter inuencing the activity of a mechanism is the strength level of the material.
When soft materials are exposed to hydrogen gas, surface blisters can be observed.
These blisters result from atomic hydrogen recombined to molecular one in the surface
area. The soft host lattice cannot bear this internal pressure and the surface region is
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expanded to surface blisters. For this observation, none of the discussed mechanisms is
applicable. This observation could be interpreted as a mechanism on its own which only
can be observed in soft materials.
Ultra-high strength steels tolerate only very little plastic deformations in general, as stated
in chapter 3.2.1. Thus, the HELP mechanism as well as the AIDE mechanism are unlikely
to be dominant for hydrogen embrittlement, since both mechanisms assume an increased
amount of plastic deformations. Therefore, the reduction of cohesive strength implied by
the HEDE mechanism seems to be a likely failure mechanism.
In between the two extremes, more than one mechanism is operative. It can be assumed
that due to localized plastic eects (HELP) and the emission of dislocations of the surface
(AIDE) the conditions for failure are established while the nal rupture is governed by the
reduced cohesive strength between the atoms (HEDE).
The existing natural gas pipeline system mainly consists of steels of this intermediate
strength range. The AIDE mechanism could be active especially at surfaces in contact
with hydrogen. The dislocations emitted from the surface would drag the hydrogen quickly
into the bulk material. It could be shown that hydrogen dragged with dislocations inside
the material is not a dominant eect in the investigated material. However, the AIDE
mechanism involves more complex structures than solely the emission of dislocations which
cannot straight forwardly be included in a continuum mechanical approach. Thus, the
AIDE mechanism is not considered in this work.
In the following, it is assumed that the enhanced plastic processes (HELP) establishes the
conditions for failure, while the nal rupture might be dominated by the HEDE mechanism. Since within this study the preexisting conditions of a damaged pipeline segment
shall be simulated, the actual failure process is not investigated. Thus, solely the HELP
mechanism will be considered within the applied continuum approach. In the next chapter,
a stress driven hydrogen transport model is proposed for the calculation of the hydrogen
concentration within the material which is coupled with a modied elasto-plastic material
model considering the HELP mechanism.

3.4. Mathematical representation of hydrogen embrittlement
Within this thesis, the hydrogen distribution and the according interaction with the
material is investigated with a continuum mechanics approach. Therefore, the observed
experimental results have to be interpreted in a continuum sense.
In order to simulate hydrogen embrittlement, two coupled models are derived. The
hydrogen distribution model is governed by the stress and strain state of the investigated
domain while the loading of the material is aect by the accumulated hydrogen. These
highly coupled equations are summarized in the following.
Firstly, the mathematical formulation of the hydrogen distribution model is described,
followed by a discussion of dierent possibilities to account for the HELP mechanism in
continuum sense.
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3.4.1. Governing equations of hydrogen transport
The stress-driven hydrogen distribution model considering trapping is one of the widest
used approaches to describe the hydrogen transport within a material lattice [21, 20].
This model is based on the rst and second Fick's laws, which were extended by a stress
dependent term [74]. The total hydrogen concentration is divided into a hydrogen concentration at lattice sites CL as well as one concentration bonded to reversible trapping
sites CT as dislocations. Based on Oriani's theorem, the two hydrogen populations of
lattice and trapped hydrogen are always in equilibrium [46]. This assumption holds true
when the hydrogen concentrations are nite populations and the occupied sites do not
interact with each other [15, 46]. Furthermore, the kinetics of lling the reversible traps
are assumed to be rather rapid. All systems around a temperature of 300 K meet typically
these equilibrium conditions.
The equilibrium relation of lattice and trapping sites can be expressed as [75]


θL
WB
θT
=
exp
.
(3.1)
1 − θT
1 − θL
RT
The parameter θT represents the occupancy of available trapping sites whereas θL repreB
sents the one of the interstitial lattice sites. The equilibrium coecient exp W
depends
RT
on the trap binding energy WB , the universal gas constant R and the temperature T .
The lattice hydrogen concentration can be expressed by the relation
(3.2)

CL = θL βNL

with β being the number of normal interstitial lattice sites per host atom. The number
of solvent atoms per unit volume NL = NA /VM is dened by Avogadro's number NA and
the molar volume of the host lattice VM .
Accordingly, the trapped hydrogen concentration
(3.3)

CT = θT αNT

is described with α being the number of available sites per trap where hydrogen can be
bound.
As the trapping sites, as dislocations, increase in plastically strained regions, the trap
density NT is correlated to the equivalent plastic strain ε̄ p . Kumnick and Johnson [15, 76]
associated experimentally the available trapping sites NT to the equivalent plastic strain ε̄ p

log(NT (ε̄ p )) = 23.26 − 2.33 e−5.5 ε̄

p

(3.4)

for α-iron. Since no experimental results are available to determine the function NT (ε̄ p )
for the investigated material, the correlation for α-iron is adopted in the following.
The transient stress driven advection diusion equation including trapping can be dened
as follows [21]


dNT dε̄ p
DVH
D dCL
2
+ αθT
− D ∇ CL + ∇
CL ∇p = 0
(3.5)
p
| {z }
Def f dt
RT
| dε̄
{z dt} diusion |
{z
}
trap generation

advection
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and the partial molar volume of hydrogen VH . The transient
with the time derivative (·)
∂t
dierential equation of the interstitial lattice concentration CL can generally be subdivided
into a trap generation, a diusion as well as in an advective part.
The trap generation term is non-zero when new traps are generated by plastic straining.
Therefore, the lling of the newly generated traps is considered by reducing the lattice
hydrogen concentration CL and in turn an increasing trapped hydrogen concentration CT
governed by the function of the trapping sites NT (ε̄ p ). This term captures the strain rate
dependent eect of hydrogen embrittlement since at high strain rates the accumulated
ε̄ p
results in high values. Thus, the reduction of the
equivalent plastic strain over time ∂∂t
lattice hydrogen concentration gets more pronounced until all traps are lled and reduces
the amount of hydrogen which enters further inside the material.
The diusion term is characterized by the lattice diusion coecient D.
The stress driven diusion part acts like an advective term in this dierential equation.
When investigating the units of this term, it results in the unit of a velocity multiplied by
the lattice hydrogen concentration CL . Thus, this stress dependent term can be interpreted
as the advective part and the derivative of the hydrostatic stress ∇p denes the velocity
direction. In other words, the host lattice is stretched due to the hydrostatic stress and
therefore the spacing between the molecules is increased. Thus, the hydrogen atoms can
move more easily in regions with higher hydrostatic stresses.
In case the traps in the lattice are not lled with hydrogen, a reduction of the lattice
hydrogen concentration needs to be considered until the traps are lled. This reduces
,
the diusion of hydrogen through the lattice and can be expressed by the term DD
ef f
dened as [21]

 

∂CT
D
KT α β NL NT
= 1+
= 1+
.
(3.6)
Def f
∂CL
[βNL + (KT − 1)CL ]2
In case the trapping sites are not totally lled with hydrogen, this ratio of the diusion
parameter D and the eective diusion parameter Def f is smaller than one scaling the
lattice hydrogen concentration CL to account for the rapid lled traps. In case all traps
are lled with hydrogen, this scaling factor is equal to one and does not alter the lattice
hydrogen concentration.
The trapped hydrogen concentration CT can be derived from equation (3.1) to (3.3) as

CT =

KT α NT (ε̄p ) CL
.
βNL + (KT − 1)CL

(3.7)

The trapped hydrogen concentration CT is governed by the available trapping NT (ε̄ p ) as
well as the available hydrogen concentration in the lattice CL .
Up to this point, the transient dierential equation accounting for hydrogen transport
and trapping eects has been presented. The derived equations are tied to the mechanical
stress and strain eld, namely the hydrostatic stress p and the equivalent plastic strain ε̄ p .
In the following, the eect of accumulated hydrogen on the material properties shall be
discussed.
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3.4.2. Adjustment of elasto-plastic material model to account for hydrogen
The experimental results in chapter 3.2 have shown that hydrogen embrittles the material
and the HELP mechanism was identied to be active in case of the investigated pipeline
material. In the following, possibilities to include the brittle eect of hydrogen in an
elasto-plastic continuum framework presented in chapter 2.1 is investigated.
In general, two fundamental ideas to account for hydrogen embrittlement in continuum
mechanics are discussed in literature. Firstly, hydrogen is assumed to introduce additional
straining within the material [21]. Secondly, a reduction of the yield stress in the presence of hydrogen is assumed [25]. Also combinations of both attempts are studied [20].
These ideas shall be examined in the following in the context of reecting the hydrogen
embrittlement mechanism.
The rst attempt is to extend the classical continuum mechanics by an additional strain
introduced by accumulated hydrogen εH [21]. Then, the strain tensor is decomposed into
three parts ε = εe + εp + εH . A further assumption for this additional strain εH implies
that hydrogen induces only dilatational straining [18]. Thus, εH does not aect the plastic
behaviour of the material since the plastic strain is assumed to be independent from volumetric straining.
This additional strain due to hydrogen can be understood as a continuum interpretation
of a reduction of the cohesive strength since an additional local dilatational stress is
introduced by the hydrogen. Therefore, this idea of hydrogen induced straining can be
interpreted as equivalent to the HEDE mechanism. In chapter 3.3.3 it has been concluded
that the HELP mechanism establishes the conditions for failure. Thus, no hydrogen
induced purely dilatational straining is considered within the numerical realization in this
work.
Another idea of dening the hydrogen dependent strain εH is to assume that hydrogen
induces a dilatational straining as well as a deviatoric one [20]. The deviatoric part of the
hydrogen dependent strain εH enhances the plastic deformation at places of accumulated
hydrogen. This additional plastic strain can be treated as a local enhanced plasticity eect
due to hydrogen and thus as the HELP mechanism. However, this way of modelling the
HELP mechanism only indirectly induces a local softening via the deviatoric part of the
hydrogen dependent strain εH . The dilatational part reects mostly the HEDE mechanism as discussed above. Therefore, within this work a more direct inuence on the plastic
behaviour is favoured which is discussed in the following in more detail.
The second approach includes a direct eect of hydrogen on the yield stress which induces
direct local softening in a continuum sense like proposed in the HELP mechanism.
Therefore, a reduction of the yield stress is dened in dependency of hydrogen [13, 25].
The strain ε is decomposed like in classical continuum mechanics in an elastic εe and a
plastic εp component. In this case no additional strain according to hydrogen is considered.
The von Mises yield criterion, expressed in equation (2.16), can be dened in dependency
on the hydrogen concentration with the parameter c

f = ke
σ − βk − σy (σy0 , α, c).

(3.8)

Therefore, the function σy (σy0 , α) given in equation (2.17) can be redened in dependency
on a hydrogen dependent yield stress σy0 (c) as follows

r
σy (σy0 , α, c) =

2
(σy0 (c) + α).
3

(3.9)
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In literature, several approaches to dene the hydrogen dependent yield stress σy0 (c) are
derived. In the following, three dierent approaches are presented.
Motivated by an experimentally observed linear correlation of the hydrogen pressure and
the ow stress in iron by Tabata and Birnbaum [77], Sofronis et al. [78] suggested a linear
decrease of the original material yield stress σy0 with an increasing hydrogen concentration

σy0 (c) = [(ξ − 1)c + 1] σy0 .

(3.10)

The parameter c depends on the lattice hydrogen concentration CL as well as on the
trapped hydrogen concentration CT

c = (CL + CT )/NL .

(3.11)

The total hydrogen concentration of the trapped and lattice hydrogen concentration
CL + CT is normalized by NL , a parameter reecting the total available sites of solvent
atoms per unit volume in lattice sides. In other words, the factor c reects the occupancy
of available lattice sides.
The parameter ξ is a material dependent softening parameter. If ξ is considered to be one,
the material is not aected by hydrogen. In case the parameter ξ is chosen to be zero, the
material is maximally susceptible to hydrogen and thus a maximal reduction of the yield
stress is applied, leading to an enhanced softening eect. With the help of this parameter,
eects like the hydrogen dependency on the material strength level can be considered in
the numerical model.
A modication of this approach was proposed by Kotake et al. [13] in the form of

σy0 (c) = (ζ c + 1) σy0 .

(3.12)

In this case, the parameter ζ can emulate hydrogen induced softening with ζ < 0 as
well as hardening with ζ > 0. By choosing ζ = 0, no eect of hydrogen on the yield
stress is considered. Hydrogen induced hardening contradicts the experimental ndings
of the hydrogen eect on the investigated pipeline materials summarized in chapter 3.2.
Nevertheless, hardening in the presence of hydrogen could be observed for other materials
under certain circumstances [13, 79].
It should be noted that the parameter ζ may very well be interpreted as an entirely
material dependent measure for the amount of hydrogen embrittlement, in contrast to ξ
being a scaling factor limited to a maximum value of one (compare equation (3.10)).
A further approach assuming the yield stress being solely dependent on the trapped
hydrogen, is suggested by Dadfarnia et al. [26]

σy0 (c) = [(ξ − 1)cT,r + 1] σy0

(3.13)

with the factor cT,r = CT /Cr and the reference concentration Cr . According to
Dadfarnia et al. [26], this reference concentration Cr is chosen to be equal to the surface
hydrogen concentration CL,0 which is applied as a boundary condition on the pipeline surface. This surface hydrogen concentration is determined in dependency on the hydrogen
pressure within the tube. For further information on the determination of CL,0 it is referred
to chapter 5.2.2.
To give a better overview of the meaning of the dierent material parameters, Table 3.1
summarizes the suggested softening parameters for the three presented approaches.
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Table 3.1.: Comparison of softening approaches

Equation

No softening

Max. softening

Relation to hydrogen
concentration

equation (3.10)
equation (3.12)

ξ=1
ζ=0

c = (CL + CT )/NL
c = (CL + CT )/NL

equation (3.13)

ξ=1

ξ=0
ζ < 0 (no dened
max. limit)
ξ=0

cT,r = CT /Cr = CT /CL,0

When comparing equation (3.13) to equation (3.10), the factor c is replaced by the
parameter cT,r . One obvious dierence of these two factors is that the parameter c includes
a softening eect due to the lattice as well as the trapped hydrogen concentration while the
factor cT,r refers only a softening eect to the trapped hydrogen population CT . A further
distinction of these two parameters is the reference value of the respective hydrogen concentrations. As discussed above, the factor c relates the total hydrogen concentration to the
available trapping sites NL and can therefore be interpreted as the amount of lattice sides
occupied with hydrogen. In contrast to that, the parameter cT,r is relating the trapped
hydrogen concentration to a reference hydrogen concentration. The choice of the softening
model and the reference values obviously has a direct impact on the amount of hydrogen
embrittlement which will be discussed in chapter 6.2.
The general aim of all softening models presented above is to describe the eect of hydrogen
embrittlement in a continuum mechanics framework suitable for large engineering structures such as members of the existing natural gas pipeline system. The challenge of
the continuum model is to solve the highly coupled equations of the mechanical and the
hydrogen distribution model. In the following chapter, the realization of the numerical
framework is discussed.
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In this chapter, the numerical procedure and the methods used to simulate hydrogen
embrittlement are discussed. First a iterative procedure for the coupled mechanical and
hydrogen transport model is presented. Then, the numerical models used for discretisation
are described.
As a basis of this program serves the institute's inhouse Matlab based nite element code.

4.1. Structure of the model
Figure 4.1 gives a schematic representation of the numerical procedure for coupling the
mechanical model with the transient hydrogen transport model. The mechanical elastoplastic nite element model includes no time dependent eects. The stress state depends
only on the applied loading. However, the hydrogen distribution is transient and thus
every load step is articially tied to a time step.

for each load step/ time step
while hydrogen + mechanical model not converged do
elasto-plastic model

σy0 (c)
c

equations (3.10) and (3.12)

hydrogen transport model

c=

end

CL (t)+CT (t)
NL

p, ε̄ p

FEM
von Mises plasticity
Newton Raphson
radial return mapping
time: TDG
spacial: FEM
Newton Raphson

end

Figure 4.1.: Schematic representation of the coupling procedure of the elasto-plastic model
with the hydrogen distribution model
In a rst step, the mechanical equilibrium condition is solved with the initial hydrogen
concentration. When the mechanical model converges, the hydrostatic stress p and the
equivalent plastic strain ε̄ p are forwarded to the transient hydrogen distribution model.
In a second step, the hydrogen concentration distribution is determined with the constant
input variables of the mechanical model. The hydrogen parameter c is then passed back to
the elasto-plastic model, inuencing directly the yield stress σy0 (c). Then the mechanical
equilibrium condition is solved again.
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This procedure is repeated until the mechanical and hydrogen properties are in equilibrium.
Then the next load step is applied.
The elasto-plastic model as well as the hydrogen transport model are discretised by
the nite element method (FEM) in space. For the time discretisation of the transient
hydrogen distribution, also a nite element approach is used in form of the Time
Discontinuous Galerkin (TDG) method. These discretisation methods are described in
more detail in the following.

4.2. Hydrogen transport model
The dierential equation of the hydrogen transport model needs to be discretised in time
as well as in space. Therefore, a nite element approach in space and time is used, which
is described in the following.

4.2.1. Time discretisation: Discontinuous Galerkin method
The general idea of the Time Discontinuous Galerkin (TDG) method is to discretise
the time domain using nite elements and allow discontinuities at the borders of these
time elements. This approach is based on the discontinuous Galerkin method which was
origionally formulated for hyperbolic equations [80]. The advantages of the TDG method
are that it is unconditionally stable and the time integration scheme is accurate even
with high Courant numbers [81]. Therefore, the TDG is not tied to small time steps.
This method was introduced by Reed & Hill [82] and Lesaint & Reviart [83]. A detailed
description of the TDG method can be found in [84, 80] and other parts of literature.
Figure 4.2 depicts a schematic representation of the TGD for linear elements. The time
domain τn is separated into time steps [tn−1 , tn ], similar to nite dierence schemes. At
the borders of time elements, discontinuities are explicitly allowed, which implies two
dierent results of the primal variable at every time step.
The strategy of this numerical scheme is explained at the example of the transient
hydrogen transport model in the following analogue to [84, 80, 85].

CL (t, x)
−
CL,n
+
CL,n

−
CL,n−1

analytical solution
FE approximation

+
CL,n−1

tn−1

tn
τn

time

Figure 4.2.: Scheme of TDG for linear elements (adapted from [84])
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In a rst step, the weak form of the transient hydrogen distribution model, given in
equation (3.5), is postulated. For this, the dierential equation (3.5) is integrated over the
space domain Ω as well as the time domain τn and it is multiplied by a test function η

Z Z
Ω τn

"

D ∂CL
dNT dε̄ p
η
+ αθT
− ∇ (D∇CL ) + ∇
Def f ∂t
dε̄ p dt
|
{z
Z



DVH
CL ∇p
3RT

#

dt dV = 0. (4.1)

}

The test function depends on space and time η = η(x, t). In this chapter, the focus lies
on the time discretisation scheme. The spatial representation is only mentioned for the
sake of completeness and is discussed in the framework of the next chapter. Thus, for
reasons of clarity, the entire spatial part of the transient hydrogen distribution equation
is summarized and substituted by the function Z .

Z Z 
D ∂CL
+ η Z dt dV = 0
(4.2)
η
Def f ∂t
Ω τn
p

T dε̄
Here, also the trapping term αθT dN
is treated as a spatial discretisation term because
dε̄ p dt
the evolution of the plastic strain rate computed with the mechanical model does solely
depend on the applied loading conditions and does not include time dependent material
p
eects. Thus, the time derivative of the equivalent plastic strain dε̄dt can be interpreted as
the plastic strain accumulated during one loading step which is articially tied to a time
step by the hydrogen distribution model. Then, this articial time dependency does not
need to be included in the time integration scheme.
is a function of the lattice hydrogen concentration CL (compare
The ratio DD
ef f
equation (3.6)). Practically speaking, this factor scales the lattice hydrogen concentration from zero to one, accounting for trapping eects. Here, the same argument holds
true as for the trap generation term: In this work the focus is placed on the steady state
results and thus this ratio is set to one.

D/Def f [−]

1
0.8

CL,0 = 2.07 1013

0.6

atoms
mm2

0.4
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0
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Figure 4.3: The eective diusion
ratio DD
as a function
ef f
of the lattice hydrogen
concentration CL . The
Dirichlet boundary condition CL,0 is chosen
for a hydrogen pressure
of 10 MP a according to
Sieverts' law (compare
chapter 5.2.2).

Besides modelling aspects, there is another reason from an engineering point of view to set
the ratio DD
to one. In Figure 4.3, the ratio DD
is plotted according to equation (3.6)
ef f
ef f
over the lattice hydrogen concentration CL and the applied boundary condition for a pressurised tube is marked within the graph. When investigating near surface characteristics,
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like in this work, this factor is always one. Thus, an additional linearisation of this factor
and the additional numerical costs are judged as not reasonable.
Coming back to the TDG derivation, as stated above, jumps of the primal variable
[|CL,n |] are allowed at the time element borders. Thus, for every time step tn two values
of CL (x, tn ) exist for linear time elements (compare Figure 4.2). These values can be
expressed by
+
CL,n
= lim CL (tn + e),
e→0

−
CL,n
= lim CL (tn − e),
e→0

+
−
[|CL,n |] = CL,n
− CL,n

(4.3)

with the scalar e > 0. These two values of CL for one time step tn are marked with a − in
case the value corresponds to the former nite time element (left) and + when referring
to the next nite time element (compare Figure 4.2).
The partial integration of the time integral of equation (4.2) leads to


Z Z 
∂η
− CL + η Z dt dV + η(tn ) CL (tn ) − η(tn−1 ) CL (tn−1 ) = 0.
∂t

(4.4)

Ω τn

Due to the admitted discontinuities at the element borders these elements are not coupled.
Therefore, a numerical ux of the form
+
−
+
+
η(tn ) CL (tn ) − η(tn−1 ) CL (tn−1 ) = ηn+ CL,n
− ηn−1
(αCL,n−1
+ (1 − α)CL,n−1
)

(4.5)

is applied at the nodes of this time interval. The parameter α ∈ [0, 1] controls the numerical
ux. Since for the time approximation it is straight forward to assume that information
are passed from the past to the future, an explicit scheme by choosing α = 1 is adopted.
−
This passing of information from the previous nite time element by CL,n−1
serves as a
kind of initial condition for the actual investigated one (compare Figure 4.2).
A second partial integration of equation (4.4) in time leads to


Z Z 
∂CL
+
+ η Z dt dV + ηn−1
[|CL,n−1 |] = 0
η
∂t

(4.6)

Ω τn

at the time interval border tn−1 .
e =N
e (t), the primal variable CL = CL (x, t)
With the help of the shape function in time N
and the test function η = η(t, x) can be written as

CL (x, t) ≈

mt
X

eθ C
eL θ ,
N

η(t, x) ≈

θ=1

∂η
≈
∂t

mt
X
eθ
∂N
θ=1

∂t

mt
X
θ=1

ηeθ =

mt
X
θ=1

e,t θ ηeθ ,
N

eθ ηeθ ,
N
(4.7)
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f are discretised in time,
with the number of nodes in time mt . The variables marked with (·)
but not yet in space. Using the discretisation above, the weak formulation of equation (4.6)
leads to




Z
Z
Z
Z
T
T
+T
+
f N
f ,t dt + N
e L dΩe +  N
f N
f dt ⊗ ηe Z
e dΩe
f
f
 N

ηe C
tn−1 N tn−1 ⊗
τn

|

τn

Ωe

{z
Ta

}

|

Ωe

{z

}

Tb


=

f +T N
f − dt ⊗
N
tn−1
tn−1

τn

|

(4.8)


Z

Z
e L dΩe .
ηe C
Ωe

{z
Tc

}

It is assumed that time and space can be separated multiplicatively. The time matrices
Ta , Tb and Tc are constant as long as the time step is constant.
e represents the spatial part of the advective diusion equation in which the
The function Z
e L is discretised in time, but not yet in space. This time discretisation
primal variable C
approach can be combined with any spatial nite element approach.
The polynomial order of the shape function in time can be chosen arbitrarily. Nevertheless,
it has to be kept in mind that with increasing degree of the polynomial order, additional
degrees of freedom (DOF) are added. When using a TDG of the polynomial order of 0
for a system of equations with n × n DOFs, no degrees of freedom are added. With linear
shape functions in time two additional DOFs are added to the spatial degrees of freedom
n and the system of equations has the dimension of 2n × 2n DOFs.
Obviously, this leads to a signicant increase in numerical costs, especially when simulating
larger models. In this thesis, the TDG is applied, since it showed to be well suitable to avoid
stabilization problems, especially for larger time steps. Still, the engineer or researcher
has to repeatedly outweigh the increased numerical eort due to a higher number of DOFs
when using the TDG against a possibly higher number of necessary equilibrium iterations
when using other time discretisation methods.

4.2.2. Spatial discretisation: Finite element method
For the spatial discretisation of the stress driven diusion equation, a standard nite
element method (FEM) is used. A brief overview of its coupling to the TDG method is
given in the following.
e is
In a rst step, the term from equation (4.8) which was previously summarized to Z
discussed
Z
Z
dNT dε̄ p
Def f
e
ηe αθT
dΩ
ηe Z dΩe =
D
dε̄ p dt
Ω
Ωe
(4.9)
 

Z
Z


DV
H e
e L dΩ + ηe ∇
− ηe ∇ D ∇C
C L ∇p dΩ .
3RT
Ω
Ω
Before the discretisation of the weak formulation itself is reviewed in more detail, again
the trap generation term shall be addressed (compare the discussion in the chapter 3.4.1).
Since steady state conditions are evaluated in this work, the trap generation term
p
T dε̄
αθT dN
can be discarded as this term will not alter the steady state results.
dε̄ p dt
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When discarding this terms from equation (4.9), the weak formulation can be rewritten
by using the product rule and the divergence theorem to
Z
Z
Z


DVH e
e
e
ηe Z dΩe = − ∇e
η D∇C L dΩ + ηe
∇C L ∇p dΩ
Ω
Ω 3RT
Ωe
Z
Z
(4.10)
DVH
CL ∇p n dΓ − η D ∇CL n dΓ.
+ η
3RT
Γ

Γ

The gradient of the hydrostatic stress ∇p is assumed to be constant within one time
step. This gradient is treated as an input variable from the mechanical model and
e L . With the help of the
thus is assumed to be independent from the primal variable C
two surface therms, ow boundary conditions can be dened. In this thesis, no ow
boundary
R applied. Thus, the two surface terms combined are equal to zero
R DVH conditions are
( η 3RT CL ∇p n dΓ − η D ∇CL n dΓ = 0 ).
Γ

Γ

e L and the test function ηe as well as its derivative are approximated
The primal variable C
using the approach
eL ≈
C
eL ≈
∇C

ms
X

ˆe
NI C
LI,

ηe ≈

ms
X

I=1

I=1

ms
X

ms
X

ˆe
∇NI C
LI,

∇e
η≈

I=1

I=1

ˆI ,
NI ηe
∇NI ηˆeI ,

∇p ≈

ms
X

(4.11)

∇NI p̂I ,

I=1

with the spatial shape function NI and the number of spatial nodes ms . Parameters
marked with e
∗ˆ are discretised in time and in space. The gradient of the hydrostatic stress
∇p is a mechanical property which is only articially tied to a time step as the trap
ˆ.
generation term. Thus, this term is only discretised in space marked with ∗
The gradient of the hydrostatic stress is approximated with the same shape function as
the primal variable. It has to be noted that for the spatial discretisation of the mechanical
model a C0 -continuous ansatz is used. Thus, the calculated hydrostatic stress p at the
Gauss points is constant in one element. In order to get a continuous eld of the hydrostatic
stresses, the Gauss point solution is projected on the nodes before every hydrogen time
step. These smoothed results are used to calculate the gradient of the hydrostatic stress.
With the described discretisation in space above, the coupled nite element approach in
time and space, dened in equation (4.8), results in
Z
ˆ
e
Ta ⊗ N T N dΩe C
L
Ωe

|
Z
+ Tb ⊗

{z
M

}
Z

T

∇N D ∇NL dΩe −
Ωe

|
Z
= Tc ⊗

Ωe

K

ˆ
e
N T N dΩe C
L,n−1 .

Ωe

|

DVH T
ˆ
ˆ
e
e
N ∇N C
L ∇N p̂ dΩe C L
3RT
{z
}

{z
M

}

(4.12)
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To solve this system of equations, a Newton-Raphson scheme is applied. Therefore, the
ˆ
e
primal variable C
L is linearised

ˆ k−1
ˆ k−1
ˆk
e
e
e
+ ∆C
C
L
L = CL

(4.13)

and equation (4.12) can be reformulated to

ˆ
ˆ k−1
ˆ k−1
e
e
e
+ Tc × M C
= − (Ta × M + Tb × K) C
(Ta × M + Tb × K) ∆C
L,n−1 . (4.14)
L
L
Here, the index n − 1 refers to the last time step and k − 1 refers to the last iteration step
of the Newton-Raphson iteration scheme.
It should be noted that the shape function in time and space may be chosen independently.

4.3. Elasto-plastic finite element model
The elasto-plastic model describes the material response according to the loading conditions as well as the hydrogen concentration (compare chapter 2.1.3 and chapter 3.4.2).
Here, a nite element method (FEM) is applied just like for the spatial distribution of
the hydrogen concentration.
In order to formulate the material response with the FEM, the evolution equations summarized in equation (2.18) need to be numerically integrated. For detailed information it
is referred to [86, 27, 87]. In the following a short overview is given.
An implicit Euler scheme is used to integrate the plastic strain rate as well as the
internal hardening parameters. Geometrically speaking, an unacceptable high stress is
orthogonally projected back on the yield surface in the principle stress space, which is
often referred to as radial return mapping. An overview of the numerically integrated
formulation of an ideal plastic material model is given in box 4.1, since no linear hardening
is applied in this work (compare chapter 5).
e test is dened with the plastic
In a rst step, a purely elastic deviatoric test stress n+1 σ
strain n+1e
εp test chosen to be the plastic strain of the previous iterated load step n. With
this test stress, the ow rule f is evaluated.
In case f is smaller than or equal to zero, it is a valid elastic stress state. The total stress
n+1
e test and an additional
σ can be directly calculated with the deviatoric test stress n+1 σ
hydrostatic component. The plastic strain is not altered and the material tangent Ce can
be calculated.
e test is invalid high. The
In case the ow rule f is larger than zero, the test stress n+1 σ
material cannot bear such high stress states. Thus, the test stress is projected back on the
yield surface by simultaneously accumulating plastic strain. This additional accumulated
plastic strain is accounted for by reducing the stress state by the term 2µ ∆λ n+1 n. The
elasto-plastic material tangent Cep can be determined accordingly.
A Newton-Rapson scheme is applied to iteratively solve every load step of the plastic
straining of the material.
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calculate test stress and set plastic strain from last iterated step as plastic test strain

n+1 test
e
σ
= 2µ n+1e
ε −n e
εp
n+1

e
εp test =n e
εp

evaluate ow rule

r
n+1 test

f

n+1

2
σy0 (c)
3

- pure elastic step

if f ≤ 0
n+1

e test || −
= ||n+1 σ

σ = 3κ tr(ε)I +

n+1

e test
σ

e
εp test , ∆λ = 0


1
e
C = κ I ⊗ I + 2µ 1 − I ⊗ I
3
e
εp =

n+1

- plastic corrector step

else
n+1

n+1

σ = 3κ tr(ε)I +

e
εp =

n+1

n+1

e test − 2µ ∆λ n+1 n
σ

e
εp test + ∆λ n+1 n

n+1

n+1

n+1 test
e test
σ
f
,
∆λ
=
n+1
test
e k
k σ
2µ


2µ
1
= κ I ⊗ I + 2µ 1 − ∆λ n+1 test
1− I ⊗I −
e k
k σ
3

n=
ep

C

n+1

Box 4.1: Ideal plasticity for small deformation (compare [86, 27, 87])

test

n

⊗

n+1

test

n
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In this chapter, the modelling of a representative natural gas pipeline is described. The
aim of this thesis is to evaluate the inuence of hydrogen gas pumped through the existing
natural gas pipeline system on the material properties. Therefore, in a rst step representative pipeline dimensions and pressures are identied. In a further step, the modelling of
a representative pipeline using a full size model as well as a surrogate model is examined.

5.1. Choice of representative modelling parameters
As stated above, the eect of hydrogen on natural gas pipelines is investigated in this
thesis. In consequence, it is mandatory to choose the modelling parameters, as dimensions,
material and loading, to be representative for the natural gas pipeline system.
To identify the pipeline dimension and the material, a project list of Salzgitter, one of
Germany's main steel tube and pipe supplier companies, is used [41]. This list summarizes
the construction projects of natural gas since 2000. The pipeline dimensions varied from
diameters of 914 mm to 1, 016 mm with wall thicknesses from 9 mm to 22.9 mm. In this
thesis, a tube with a diameter of 1, 016 mm and a wall thickness of 17.5 mm is investigated.
Here, the projects with the same dimensions were grouped together and the dimensions
used to build the longest distance in the natural gas pipeline system were chosen. The
most commonly applied material could be identied as pipeline steel API X70.
A common pressure within the natural gas pipeline system is reported to be up to
100 bar = 10 MP a for onshore pipelines [40]. Thus, this pressure level is adopted for the
following simulations.
While representative dimensions and the choice of material could be based on general
spreadsheets from industry practice, the actual material data, such as the Young's
modulus and the yield strength, still need to be dened. Fortunately, Baek et al. [88]
conducted tensile tests with specimens machined from an actual pipeline tube of API
X70 which were exposed to a hydrogen gas pressure of 10 MP a while straining. This
implies that the tested material underwent the same forming process as the actual
tubes within the natural gas pipeline system. Still, it is possible that by extracting the
tensile specimens from the tube, the material properties could have been slightly altered.
Nevertheless, as the material data extracted from this testing campaign show to be the
most representative ones available, they are applied in the framework of this thesis.
Mechanical parameters which were not directly given in the publication of Baek et al.
were extracted from the stress-strain curve reproduced in Figure 5.1. In the framework of
the introduced linear hardening theory, the non-linear hardening behaviour of the stressstrain curve cannot be directly captured. Since a linear hardening would overestimate
the stress state in the vicinity of the crack tip, a conservative ideally plastic approach is
considered for the evaluation of hydrogen embrittlement.
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Figure 5.1.: Stress-strain curve of tensile testing; specimens consist of pipeline steel
API X70; tests were conducted at room temperature and testing speed
0.002 mm/s (based on the results of Baek et al. [88])
According to chapter 3.2, materials exposed to hydrogen gas show a brittle characteristic
after reaching the ultimate tensile strength (UTS). Thus, the plastic strain εp until reaching
the UTS seems to be an adequate measure for indicating critical behaviour. Here, the
plastic deformation from uniaxial tensile testing can be used later on to judge the numerical
results whether a critical brittle stage is likely to be exceeded or not.
A summary of the used material parameters for the simulation is presented in Table 5.1,
together with the respective sources in literature.

5.2. Definition of numerical pipeline model
When investigating the natural gas pipeline system, the critical areas showed to be the
ones with pre-existing damages (compare chapter 3). Therefore, the inuence of hydrogen
is chosen to be investigated at the example of a pressurized tube with a radial crack.
In Figure 5.2, a three dimensional pipeline with a crack is depicted. Assuming plane
strain conditions and using the symmetry of the tube, the three dimensional pipeline can
be reduced to a two dimensional model with a crack located at the symmetry plane. In
the following, this model is referred to as full-eld model (FFM). In literature, instead
of the FFM, a surrogate model (SUM) using modied boundary layer formulation is frequently used to investigate hydrogen embrittlement [15, 21, 22]. The SUM is an abstracted
specimen where displacement boundary conditions dependent on the stress intensity factor
and the T-stress determined from linear elastic calculations of the FFM are applied. A
drawback of this abstracted specimen is that parameters as the pipeline dimension, the
pressure loading conditions as well as the crack length cannot be directly extracted from
this surrogate model. The dimension of this model is not a cut-out of the FFM and thus
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Table 5.1.: Material parameters of X70 pipeline steel and further model parameter

Property

Symbol

Value

elasto-plastic material model

Young's modulus (extracted from stressstrain curve)
Poisson's ratio
Yield stress (min. measured value)
Material softening parameter, equation (3.10)

E

207 GP a

[88]

ν
σy0
ξ

0.3 [−]
601 MP a
1 [−]

[21]
[88]

Trap binding energy
Diusion coecient
Partial molar volume of hydrogen
Molar volume host material
No. of H-atoms per trap
No. of interstitial lattice sides per host atom
Universal gas constant
Temperature
Avogadro's number

WB
D
VH
VM
α
β
R
T
NA

60 kJ/mol
2 10−8 m2 /s
2 cm3 /mol
7.116 cm3 /mol
1 [−]
1 [−]
8.314 J/mol K
300 K
6.0232 1023 atoms
mol

[21]
[21]
[21]
[21]
[21]
[21]
[21]
[21]
[21]

hydrogen distribution model

full-eld model (FFM)

surrogate model (SUM)

Figure 5.2.: Scheme of pipeline modelling
its dimension can be larger than the crack length in the FFM. If the researcher does not
explicitly denes these parameters, the results from literature of hydrogen embrittlement
using the SUM cannot straight forwardly be used to judge on the conditions in a real
pressurized tube. Nevertheless, to get a better understanding of the processes and to be
able to bring various results in line to the ndings presented in literature, this abstracted
specimen and its applicability shall be discussed in the following.
For simplicity, the mechanical modelling of these two approaches (FFM and SUM) is discussed rst. In a second step, the behaviour of the hydrogen concentration is compared.
In order to evaluate the agreement of the two models, no eect of hydrogen on the material
properties is considered in this chapter. This issue will be discussed in chapter 6.
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5.2.1. Mechanical modelling
Within the mechanical continuum model, a linear nite element approach with the von
Mises ow criterion is applied (compare chapter 4.3).
The boundary conditions for the FFM and SUM are depicted in Figure 5.3. For both
models, the tangential displacement u2 is set to zero at the symmetry plane. In the FFM
(left), an additional zero boundary condition in u1 direction is applied. At the inner
surface of this pipeline model, including the crack surface, a pressure boundary condition
P is enforced.
u2 (KI , T )
u2 (KI , T )
u1 (KI , T )
u1 (KI , T )

pressure P
x2
x1

x2
b0 /2

r
θ x1

b0 /2

full-eld model (FFM)

ac LF F M

surrogate model (SUM)

LSU M

Figure 5.3.: Boundary condition full-eld model (left) and surrogate model (right)
In the SUM (right), no pressure boundary conditions are applied. Following the idea of
Irwin [89] the size of the plastic zone is assumed to be small compared to the investigated
domain size LSU M such that small scale yielding can be applied. Here, the loading is
introduced by the displacement boundary conditions at the upper edge, which depends on
the stress intensity factor KI and the T-stress T . The numerical determination procedure
of KI and T is summarized in chapter 2.3. The modied boundary layer formulation is
dened in polar coordinates r and θ, such that u(KI , T ) = u(KI , T, r, θ). For mode I
opening conditions (pure straining, like in a pressurized tube), according to [90, 22], the
displacement boundary conditions can be dened to
#


r "
2


θ
r
cos(θ)
ψ − 1 + 2 sin2 2θ + T 1−ν
r cos 2
1+ν
u1 (KI , T )
E
(5.1)
= KI


ν (1+ν)
2 θ
u2 (KI , T )
E
2π sin θ
r sin(θ)
ψ + 1 − 2 cos
−T
2

2

E

with ψ being equal to 3 − 4ν for plane strain condition.
In a next step, the validity of the SUM is checked by comparing the numerical results
with the one determined with the FFM by enforcing a pressure
√ boundary condition
of 10 MP a. Accordingly, a stress intensity factor of 598 MP a mm and a T-stress of
164 MP a are applied as boundary conditions on the SUM. The geometric parameters of
both models are specied in Table 5.2. The length LSU M of the SUM is chosen to be
equal to the uncracked width in the symmetry plane of the FFM LF F M following the idea
of [23] (compare Figure 5.3).
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Table 5.2.: Geometric modelling parameters

Property

Symbol

Value

full-eld model (FFM)

diameter of pipeline
wall thickness
crack length
crack tip opening displacement

d
w
ac
b0

length
crack tip opening displacement

LSU M
b0

surrogate model (SUM)

1, 016 mm
17.5 mm
1 mm
6 µm
16.5 mm
6 µm

In Figure 5.4, the hydrostatic stresses are plotted as a function of the radius scaled with
the crack tip opening displacement b0 over the symmetry plane for the FFM as well as
the SUM. In order to illustrate the importance of including the T-stress in the boundary
condition formulation of the SUM, an additional calculation with T = 0 MP a is displayed.
It can be clearly seen that the stress states calculated using the SUM do not agree with
the results of the FFM in the largest part of the eld - no matter the choice of the
T-stress. This is due to the limitations of the linear elastic theory used to calculate the
stress intensity factor and the T-stress and thus the boundary conditions of the SUM in
general. By denition, these factors reect the stress state only in the vicinity of the crack
tip (compare chapter 2.3).

1400

FFM, P = 10 MP a √
SUM, KI = 598 MP a√mm, T = 0 MP a
SUM, KI = 598 MP a mm, T = −164 MP a
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Figure 5.4.: Comparison of hydrostatic stress p of the full-eld model (FFM) and the
surrogate model (SUM)
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Figure 5.5: Relation of pressure P to the
stress
intensity
factor KI and
the T-stress for
a crack length of
1 mm

√
KI [MP a mm ]; T [MP a]

However, as the critical domain for failure is directly in front of the crack, only the stress
state directly in the vicinity of the crack tip is crucial to evaluate. Here, closely matching
results are obtained with FFM and SUM. When the T-stress is included in the boundary
layer approach of the SUM, even a better accordance of the results can be obtained. This
behaviour agrees well with ndings of Dadfarnia et al. [23, 24]. (Note: For lower stress
states, such as 1 MP a, the higher order term (T-stress) does not necessarily need to be
included in the boundary conditions of the SUM to achieve proper results.)
Since the discrepancy of the peak hydrostatic stress is less than 1 % when comparing the
results of the two models, it is concluded that the abstracted specimen (SUM) mirrors
the stress state in the vicinity of the crack tip well and thus will be used in the following.
Nevertheless, the limitations of the SUM discussed above need to be kept in mind when
evaluating further results as well as the results in literature.
The correlations of the pressure within the pipeline and the stress intensity factor as
well as the T-stress are displayed in Figure 5.5, using the previously specied modelling
parameters. In agreement to the underlying linear theory, consequently a linear relation
is found. The advantage of coupling these two models by linear elastic theory is that the
boundary condition description is independent from the plastic approximation used for
mechanical calculations. When using ideal plasticity or including linear hardening, the
same level of accordance between the two models can be achieved.
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5.2.2. Hydrogen modelling
To simulate the transient hydrogen diusion problem, a linear nite element approach is
applied in space as well as in time for the discontinuous nite element approach. For more
details it is referred to chapter 4.2.
It is assumed that at the time step t = 0 s no hydrogen is within the domain of the FFM
and SUM. As depicted in Figure 5.6, a no-ow boundary condition J = 0 is applied for
both models at the symmetry plane. Furthermore, no ow boundary conditions are also
applied at the outer surface of the pipeline, implying that hydrogen cannot diuse through.
This assumption is in agreement with the rather minuscule leakage of hydrogen through
the pipeline walls discussed in chapter 1.1.
For the FFM, a Dirichlet boundary condition of CL,0 is applied to the inner surface of
the pipeline, including the crack surface, as depicted in Figure 5.6, left. The boundary
conditions of the SUM are formulated simultaneously (compare Figure 5.6, right).
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CL (t = 0) = 0
J =0
CL (t) = CL,0

CL (t = 0) = 0

J =0

x2

J =0

x1

CL (t) = CL,0

b0 /2

full-eld model (FFM)

x2

ac L F F M

x1

surrogate model (SUM)

J =0

LSU M

Figure 5.6.: Hydrogen boundary conditions of FFM (left) and SUM (right)
To practically realize the Dirichlet hydrogen boundary conditions a correlation of the
hydrogen pressure within the tube P and the surface hydrogen concentration CL,0 needs
to be specied.
One way is to experimentally link the pressure to a surface hydrogen concentration CL,0 (P )
by volumetrically evaluating the hydrogen absorbed from the metal [91]. In this way, the
so-called Sieverts' law was dened for iron and temperatures well above 300 K to [15, 92]

√
∆HS
CL,0 = 6.331 · 1028 P e− RT ,

(5.2)

where ∆HS denotes the enthalpy of the solution and P the hydrogen gas pressure within
the tube in P a. Since small hydrogen concentrations are hard to determine by experimental testing and materials at lower temperatures cannot absorb as much hydrogen as at
higher ones, Sieverts' law is often extrapolated to smaller temperatures [92].
Another way of determining the surface hydrogen concentration CL,0 is to use the
fugacity f of the hydrogen molecules and the solubility k of the material [93]

CL,0 = k

p
f,

with k = k0 e−

∆HS
RT

(5.3)

and k0 denoting the solubility pre-exponential factor.
Since it is not possible to directly measure the fugacity experimentally, the compressibility
of the hydrogen gas is used to link the fugacity to the pressure within the tube. Using the
results of a compressibility study, the following relation can be derived [93]
√
CL,0 = k P e(z1 /T +z2 ) P
(5.4)
with the constants z1 and z2 .
When assuming an ideal gas, the fugacity can be replaced by the pressure and the
equation results in Sieverts' law. This assumption is possible at high temperatures or low
pressures [93].
Practically speaking, the fugacity acts like an 'eective pressure' and thus this approach
reduces the surface hydrogen concentration in comparison to Sieverts' law as depicted
in Figure 5.7. The solubility values of the function k are used from pure iron, since no
solubility values were available for the pipeline steel X70. The parameters are summarized
in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3.: Denition of parameters for surface hydrogen concentration CL,0

Property

Symbol

solubility pre-exponential factor
enthalpy of solution
constant
constant

CL,0 [atoms/mm2 ]

1013
6

Value
0.82 m−3 P a1/2
28.6 kJ/mol
1.51 10−6 K/P a
−1.04 10−11 1/P a

k0
∆HS
z1
z2

fugacity: equation (5.3)
Sieverts' law: equation (5.2)

5
4

CL,0 = 2.07 1013

atoms
mm2

CL,0 = 1.68 1013

atoms
mm2

3
2
1
0

0

10
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40
Pressure P [MP a]
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Figure 5.7.: Surface hydrogen concentration CL,0 over the pressure P
Krom et al. [93] claimed that hydrogen does not behave as an ideal gas under frequently
occurring conditions and used the fugacity to apply the hydrogen concentration boundary
condition on their investigated pipeline structure. Nervertheless, Hirth [66] specied that
only at pressures higher than 20 MP a the pressure P of Sieverts' law should be replaced by
the fugacity f . Therefore, the surface hydrogen concentration in this thesis is calculated
by Sieverts' law as it provides the assumption of a conservative worst case scenario.
With the parameters specied in Table 5.3 and Table 5.1 the surface hydrogen concentration for 10 MP a can be determined to 2.07 1013 atoms/mm2 .
In order to decide if the SUM can depict the hydrogen concentration distribution of the
FFM, the results of the lattice hydrogen concentration CL of the two models are compared
at steady state conditions. In Figure 5.8, both approaches show similar trends for the lattice hydrogen concentration. The discrepancy in some distance of the crack tip can clearly
be observed. Since the gradient of the hydrostatic stress governs the lattice hydrogen
concentration it is not surprising to obtain the same discrepancy as for the hydrostatic
stress p. Nevertheless, in the vicinity of the crack tip the two graphs are very close with
a deviation of merely 2 %. Therefore, the SUM is adopted as a reasonable abstracted
specimen.
One major advantage of the SUM is the reduced number of degrees of freedom. While
for the mechanical calculations with the FFM a comparatively coarse meshing over the
pipeline wall thickness is well suitable in some distance to the crack tip, problems arise
when the boundary hydrogen concentration is introduced at the inner surface of the
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Figure 5.8.: Lattice hydrogen concentration CL normed by the boundary hydrogen concentration CL,0 at steady state conditions plotted over distance to the crack
tip over the symmetry plane for the SUM and FFM. The distance to the
crack tip is normed by the crack tip opening displacement b0 .
pipeline wall. Then, the gradient is too steep to be captured by a relatively coarse mesh.
Nevertheless, reasonable results can be obtained in the crack tip region when applying
a ner mesh. A mesh renement over the whole pipeline domain however would substantially increase the numerical costs. Therefore, the reduced model is considered as an
adequate alternative. In order to determine the stress intensity factor and the T-stress a
course mesh in the uncracked pipeline region is well suitable.

5.2.3. Definition of surrogate model domain size
In order to properly relate the SUM with the response of the FFM, the sensitivity of the
results to a variation of the domain size LSU M needs to be investigated.
As a rst attempt, the domain size LSU M was chosen to be the length of the uncracked
pipeline wall thickness LF F M following the idea of Dadfarnia et al. [23]. This assumption gives a comparatively large semicircle area of the surrogate model especially for short
cracks. Thus, choosing a smaller domain size compared to the uncracked pipeline wall
LF F M would be numerically more ecient.
In order to vary the domain size, the following limitation of the surrogate model needs to
be kept in mind. Following the approach of Irwin [89], the size of the plastic zone needs
to be small compared to the investigated domain size LSU M such that small scale yielding
conditions can be applied.
The plastic zone of the in chapter 5.2.2 investigated loading conditions expands to about
0.04 mm in front of the crack tip and is therefore highly localized. Consequently, domain
sizes varying from LSU M = 2 mm to LSU M = 20 mm are investigated in the following.
In a rst step, the eect on the hydrostatic pressure p with changing LSU M is investigated.
The results are plotted in Figure 5.9 together with the reference solution of the FFM. It
is noticed that with decreasing domain size LSU M , the hydrostatic pressure increases and
the results approach the solution of the FFM.
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Figure 5.9.: Hydrostatic pressure p over distance to the crack tip normalized by b0 for
varying domain sizes LSU M using the surrogate model
√ analogous to a crack
length of 1 mm and P = 10 MP a (KI = 598 MP a mm, T = −164 MP a)
and the according FFM reference solution
In addition to the hydrostatic pressure, the inuence of the domain size LSU M on the
plastic behaviour shall be investigated. In Figure 5.10, the equivalent plastic strain ε̄ p is
depicted for dierent domain sizes along the symmetry plane. Here, a dierent trend can
be observed than for the hydrostatic stress as with decreasing domain size, the equivalent
plastic strain diverges from the FFM reference solution.
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Figure 5.10.: Equivalent plastic strain ε̄ p over distance to the crack tip normalized by b0
for varying domain sizes LSU M using√the surrogate model analogous to a
crack length of 1 mm (KI = 598 MP a mm, T = −164 MP a) and the FFM
reference solution
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Both plots, the one of the hydrostatic stress and the equivalent plastic strain, have in
common that the results converge with increasing domain size. Therefore, a converged
domain size of LSU M = 8 mm is chosen.
Apart from the purely mechanical properties, the applicability of the smaller domain
size needs to be checked also for the hydrogen distribution model. In Figure 5.11, the
lattice hydrogen concentration CL is depicted over the symmetry plane for varying domain sizes and the reference hydrogen distribution of the FFM. The lattice hydrogen
concentration CL for the domain size of LSU M = 8 mm varies less than 1 % from the result
of the FFM solution. Thus, this model approximates the hydrogen distribution of the
FFM better than a SUM with a domain size of LSU M = 16.5 mm in the vicinity of the
crack tip, while the mechanical responses for both were coinciding (see above).
This increase of hydrogen concentration with decreasing domain size can be explained by
the denition of the steady state conditions. Steady state of the hydrogen distribution
is assumed when the peak of the hydrogen varies less than 0.1% within one hour. While
the stress driven distribution of the hydrogen is rather rapid, the diusion process of
hydrogen inside the material is comparatively slow. Since the hydrostatic stress decreases
with distance to the crack tip, here the slow diusion process is dominant. Thus, in smaller
domain sizes, the applied no ow boundary condition inuences the results of the peak
solution slightly. Nevertheless, in total, a domain size of LSU M = 8 mm leads to a better
approximation of the FFM results.
Since a domain size of LSU M = 8 mm does not alter the mechanical properties and leads to
a better approximation of the lattice hydrogen concentration, this domain size is adopted
in the following.
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Figure 5.11.: Lattice hydrogen concentration CL over distance to the crack tip normalized
by b0 for varying domain size LSU M using√the surrogate model analogous
to a crack length of 1 mm (KI = 598 MP a mm, T = −164 MP a) and the
FFM reference solution
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In this chapter, the results of the coupled elasto-plastic model with the transient hydrogen
distribution approach are presented. First of all, the hydrogen distribution within
the domain of the surrogate model (SUM) is discussed on the basis of a xed mechanical
loading condition. Here, as the focus lies on understanding local hydrogen accumulation
in general, the inuence of hydrogen on the material properties is not yet considered. In a
next step, possible softening approaches, presented in chapter 3.4.2, are evaluated reecting
hydrogen embrittlement in the accordance with the Hydrogen Enhanced Localized Plasticity (HELP) mechanism. Afterwards, the impact of crack length and thus the general
mechanical load level on hydrogen embrittlement is investigated.

6.1. Hydrogen movement and accumulation due to
mechanical loads
In order to investigate the eect of the mechanical stress and plastic strain eld on the
hydrogen concentration, a representative pipeline tube of the natural gas pipeline system
with an internal pressure of 10 MP a and a radial crack of the length of 1 mm is assumed.
√
The analogous loading conditions for the SUM were determined to KI = 598 MP a mm
and T = −164 MP a in a preceding simulation in chapter 5.2.1. The initial hydrogen
, according to Sieverts' law. As
concentration at the surface is CL,0 = 2.07 1013 atoms
mm2
mentioned above, this chapter focuses solely on the hydrogen distribution according to
the mechanical input variables and no eect on the yield stress is considered.
The hydrogen concentration in lattice sites CL essentially depends on the hydrostatic
stress p. The hydrostatic stress strains the lattice of the steel dilatationally and thus
increases the spacing among the molecular lattice. As a consequence of the occurring
higher spacing between the molecular grid of the steel, the hydrogen can accumulate
more easily at places of high hydrostatic stress elds. Inside the material lattice, the
hydrogen moves into the direction of higher molecular spacing and thus drifts along the
gradient of the hydrostatic stress. In a continuum mechanics context, the gradient of
the hydrostatic stress can be mathematically interpreted as an advective driving force
(compare chapter 3.4.1). Thus, the hydrogen moves inside the material into the direction
of the gradient of the hydrostatic stress and accumulates at hydrostatic stress peaks.
In Figure 6.1, the hydrostatic pressure p is depicted. Figure 6.2 gives the resulting lattice
hydrogen concentration CL . It is noticed that the distributions in both graphs show a
good agreement. The localized peak of the hydrostatic stress agrees well with the maximal
lattice hydrogen concentration.
Besides the lattice hydrogen concentration CL also the hydrogen concentration in trapping
sites CT needs to be determined.
This trapped hydrogen concentration is mainly governed by the available trapping sites.
These trapping sites, such as dislocations, are in a continuum mechanics view considered
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Figure 6.1.: Hydrostatic pressure p using the surrogate √
model analogous to a crack length
of 1 mm and P = 10 MP a (KI = 598 MP a mm, T = −164 MP a)
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Figure 6.2.: Lattice hydrogen concentration CL normed with the boundary concentration
CL,0 at steady state conditions using the surrogate √
model analogous to a crack
length of 1 mm and P = 10 MP a (KI = 598 MP a mm, T = −164 MP a)
as the plastic strain (compare chapter 2.2). Thus, at high plastic strains more dislocations
accumulate and consequently also an increasing trapped hydrogen population can be found.
Here, the available traps are formulated in the dependency on the equivalent plastic strain.
A very localized plastic deformation can be found directly at the blunted crack tip where
the equivalent plastic strain ε̄ p reaches its maximum (compare Figure 6.3). This maximum
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of plastic deformations rapidly decreases with distance to the crack tip. Since the hydrogen
accumulates at the trapping sites created by plastic deformations, the same localized eect
is noticed for the trapped hydrogen concentration CT in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4.: Trapped hydrogen concentration at steady state conditions using the surrogate model analogous
to a crack length of 1 mm and P = 10 MP a
√
(KI = 598 MP a mm, T = −164 MP a)
The concentration of the trapped hydrogen CT with its maximum at the surface of the
blunted crack tip is roughly three times higher than the hydrogen accumulated in lattice
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sites CL with its maximum closely in front of the crack tip. Still, since both hydrogen
populations show generally comparable peak levels, it consequently has to be assumed that
both populations directly inuence the material properties. The described trends agree
well with results available in literature [21, 94]. As a next step, the eects of the proposed
softening approaches considering the HELP mechanism presented in chapter 3.4.2 are
investigated.

6.2. Effect of hydrogen on material properties and stress states
In this thesis, the HELP mechanism was identied to be the dominant hydrogen
embrittlement mechanism. Therefore, a localized enhanced plastic behaviour in dependency of the hydrogen concentration needs to be considered within the continuum model.
Three approaches to enhance the plasticity in the presence of hydrogen were presented in
chapter 3.4.2 by introducing hydrogen dependent reductions of the initial material yield
stress σy0 . An overview of these three approaches is given in Table 6.1. In the following, the
eects of these softening approaches on the material stress and strain elds are discussed
at the example of the same surrogate model as in the previous chapter 6.1, again with a
loading scheme analogous to a 1 mm crack in a pressurized pipeline of 10 MP a.

Table 6.1.: Summary of the three softening approaches discussed in chapter 3.4.2

Equation

Applied factor [-]

Author

S1

σy0 (c) = [(ξ − 1)c + 1] σy0

ξ=0

Sofronis et al. [78]

S2

σy0 (c) = (ζ c + 1) σy0

ζ = −10000
ζ = −20000

Kotake et al. [13]

S3

σy0 (c) = [(ξ − 1)cT,r + 1] σy0

ξ=0

Dadfarnia et al. [26]

The parameter c is used in the softening approaches S1 and S2 to control the yield stress
reduction (compare Table 6.1). As mentioned in chapter 3.4.2, c relates the total hydrogen
concentration, CL and CT , to the available trapping sites NL and can therefore be interpreted as the theoretical amount of lattice sites occupied with hydrogen.

Softening approach S1
When it comes to softening approach S1, the value of c scales directly with the initial yield
stress σy0 as ξ is restricted to the interval [0, 1]. To get a better understanding of the dimension of this parameter, the distribution in the domain is calculated using the results of the
previous chapter where no softening approach was applied. In case of ξ = 0 the material
is assumed to be maximally susceptible to hydrogen and the reduction of the yield stress
scales directly with the value of c. The resulting distribution of the parameter c is depicted
in Figure 6.5. Clearly, the maximum peak of the trapped hydrogen concentration can be
observed at the crack tip as well as a local increase of c in a certain distance to the crack tip,
caused by a peak of the lattice hydrogen concentration. The contribution of the trapped
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hydrogen concentration slightly dominates the reduction of the yield stress compared to
the eect of the lattice hydrogen concentration. Nevertheless, the determined values of c
are of the order of 10−6 which leads to a 10−4 % reduction of the initial material yield stress
σy0 . Thus, no practical reduction of the yield stress is determined when applying softening
approach S1. Only in case of an unrealisticly high hydrogen surface concentration, this
softening approach shows a local softening eect as demonstrated by Möhle et al. [95].
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Figure 6.5.: Distribution of factor c using the softening approach S1 at steady state
conditions. The loading conditions of the surrogate model is chosen to
be analogous to√a crack length of 1 mm exposed to a pressure of 10 MP a
(KI = 598 MP a mm, T = −164 MP a).
There are two possibilities to interpret this result. On the one hand, it could be concluded
that hydrogen does not embrittle the material. As discussed in the following, this has
to be judged as highly unlikely. On the other hand, it could be questioned whether the
modelling approach S1 is suited at all to depict the inuence of hydrogen on material
properties.
In order to classify the numerical results, the stress-strain curve for the investigated
pipeline material (already given in Figure 5.1) shall be discussed. Based on the
experimental ndings presented in chapter 3.2.1, hydrogen aects the material properties
macroscopically when reaching the ultimate tensile strength (UTS). Since the applied
material model does not properly capture the nonlinear material behaviour after yielding,
the UTS cannot be used for evaluation of hydrogen inuence. However, interpreting the
according plastic deformations in the vicinity of the experimentally obtained ultimate
tensile stress might give a hint, whether hydrogen inuences the material properties or
not. From Figure 5.1, the critical value of the plastic strain can be identied to 0.052.
Nevertheless, this macroscopically determined value cannot depict the more localized
eects of the coexisting surface crack formation during necking.
Since no uniaxial loading conditions are present in front of the crack tip, the equivalent
plastic strain ε̄ p is taken as a comparative value. Here, it has to be kept in mind that the
macroscopic plastic strain of a uniaxial tensile test is compared to a numerically determined
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local equivalent plastic strain. Furthermore, the assumed ideally plastic material behaviour
leads to a conservative estimation of the plastic straining. Nevertheless, the value of the
uniaxial tensile test can at least give a hint at which plastic straining level the hydrogen
starts to inuence the material properties, even when the highly localized softening eect
cannot be depicted in detail.
The numerically calculated equivalent plastic strain with its maximum at about 0.51 is
roughly one order of magnitude larger than the experimental determined critical macroscopic plastic strain (compare Figure 6.3). Obviously, parity of these two plastic strains
cannot be expected since the brittle eect of hydrogen coexists with surface crack formation
and thus highly localized embrittlement eects, as described above. Nevertheless, since
the numerically determined plastic strain extensively exceeds the experimentally determined initiation strain, it is highly likely that hydrogen has an inuence on the material
properties in the prevalent case.
However, when observing such high plastic strain values, it has to be checked whether
mechanical crack propagation could take place. As in this thesis, the aim is to demonstrate the inuence of hydrogen on the material and as the observed plastic strain values
agree well with according studies in literature (ε̄ p = 0.3 to ε̄ p = 1.7, [21, 94]), the possibility of crack propagation is not investigated any further at this point.
To conclude this section, it is stated that the softening approach S1 does not properly
reect the hydrogen inuence.

Softening approach S2
In a next step, the softening approach S2 shall be investigated. Here, also the variable c
serves as a primal parameter for the reduction of the yield stress. In contrast to approach
S1 with the parameter ξ , here a material dependent parameter ζ is applied which is not
restricted to the interval [0, 1]. The material factor ζ directly scales the parameter c to
account for the level of material softening (compare Table 6.1). However, since no suitable
experimental data is available, the factor ζ is exemplarily set to −10000 and −20000 for
better comparability with literature [13]. Here, the parameter ζ is chosen such that the
yield stress is reduced in the vicinity of the crack tip while having a negligible eect in the
rest of the domain. The negative sign indicates that the material is softening, implying
a yield stress reduction. It has to be noted that due to academic reasoning of choice of
values for ζ , the following results can only be interpreted qualitatively.
In Figure 6.6, left, the factor c is plotted at the symmetry plane of the SUM over the
distance to the crack tip for ζ = −10000 and ζ = −20000 as well as for a reference
solution with ζ = 0, where hydrogen does not aect the initial yield stress σy0 . The factor
c shows the same trend as discussed above. A maximal value can be observed at the
crack tip, followed by a steep decline resulting from the trapped hydrogen concentration
CT . In further distance from the crack tip, a minor local peak is noticed, reecting the
local peak of the lattice hydrogen concentration CL . The dierence to approach S1 lies in
the scaling of c with the material dependent parameter ζ . These two parameters together
govern the percental reduction of the initial material yield strength σy0 . As the factor c
almost remains the same for the dierent values of ζ , the amount of percental reduction
of the initial yield stress is dominated by the parameter ζ .
The hydrogen driven reduction of the yield stress can well be evaluated using the von
Mises stress distribution, since an ideally plastic material and a von Mises ow criterion
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Figure 6.6.: Factor c, left, and the von Mises stress σvM normalized by the initial yield
stress σy0 , right, is plotted with distance to the crack tip using the softening
approach S2 at steady state conditions. The surrogate model is chosen√to be
analogous to a crack length of 1 mm and P = 10 MP a (KI = 598 MP a mm,
T = −164 MP a).
is applied in this thesis. In Figure 6.6, right, the von Mises stress σvM normalized by
the initial yield stress σy0 is depicted over the symmetry plane. With decreasing ζ ,
a decrease of the von Mises stress can be observed which implies a reduction of the
yield stress. The general trend of the curve with local minima and maxima mirrors the
reverse of the distribution of factor c. At the blunted crack tip, the maximum value of
factor c is noticed, correlating to the maximum reduction of the yield stress σy0 . Here, a
reduction of two percent and four percent can be observed correlating to ζ = −10000 and
ζ = −20000, respectively. Accordingly, the second peak of c can be related to the second
local reduction of the yield stress. The plastic zone size rises slightly with decreasing ζ .
The localized reduction of the yield stress, especially at the blunted crack tip, reects
the idea of an enhanced localized plasticity eect in the presence of hydrogen which is in
agreement with the HELP mechanism.
As discussed previously, hydrogen embrittlement reduces the yield stress according to
the HELP mechanism. This in turn inuences the mechanical stress and strain elds
and since these quantities are again coupled to the hydrogen distribution itself, the latter
should also be altered. However, since the parameter c depends on the lattice and trapped
hydrogen concentration and does not change noticeably with an increasing softening
eect, also the change of the distribution of hydrogen in the domain will be rather minor
in the prevalent case. Nevertheless, albeit quantitatively small in this exemplary study, a
general trend can be clearly identied and will therefore be discussed in the following.
As a consequence of the reduction of the initial material yield stress, the material cannot
bear the same stress states as before and these stresses need to be dissipated by plastic
deformations. Thus, it is not surprising that the equivalent plastic strain ε̄ p increases
with decreasing ζ as shown in Figure 6.7, left. Since the maximum bearable stresses are
locally reduced, the actual stress level decreases. As a consequence, the hydrostatic stress
eld p decreases with decreasing ζ as depicted in Figure 6.7, right.
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Figure 6.7.: The equivalent plastic strain ε̄ p (left) and the hydrostatic stress p (right)
plotted with distance to the crack tip using the softening approach S2 with
varying ζ at steady state conditions. The surrogate model is chosen √to be
analogous to a crack length of 1 mm and P = 10 MP a (KI = 598 MP a mm,
T = −164 MP a).

As discussed above, a two-way coupling of material properties and hydrogen concentration
is implemented. Therefore, the steady state solutions for the trapped and lattice hydrogen
concentration CL and CT also vary with the material dependent softening parameter ζ .
The increase of the equivalent plastic strain ε̄ p is micromechanically interpreted as the
formation of new dislocations and thus the creation of new trapping sites. Therefore,
the increasing equivalent plastic strain in turn leads to a raised trapped hydrogen
concentration CT . In consequence, the trapped hydrogen concentration increases with
decreasing ζ (compare Figure 6.8).
The lattice hydrogen distribution is prevalently aected by the hydrostatic stress eld.
If the hydrostatic stress decreases, a reduction of the straining of the molecular grid is
implied. Thus, also the lattice hydrogen concentration decreases with decreasing ζ as
shown in Figure 6.8.
To summarize the ndings, a local reduction of the yield stress according to the
softening approach S2 and thus an increase of local plasticity could be shown, being in
agreement with the assumptions of the HELP mechanism. In turn, the steady state
results of the hydrogen concentrations CL and CT changed with the changing mechanical
stress and strain elds. Given steady state conditions, the trapped hydrogen concentration CT increases while the lattice hydrogen concentration CL decreases for decreasing
ζ . Nevertheless, the observed changes are quantitatively rather small and directly scale
with the parameter ζ . Here, when choosing lower values of ζ , the observed trends will get
more pronounced and will lead to a further localization of plastic straining at the blunted
crack tip. However, a reasonable quantication of the amount of softening (and thus the
parameter ζ ) has to be performed by the means of experiments.
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Figure 6.8.: Trapped hydrogen concentration CT (left) and lattice hydrogen
concentration CL (right) plotted over the distance to the crack tip using
the softening approach S2 with varying ζ at steady state conditions. The
surrogate model is chosen to√be analogous to a crack length of 1 mm and
P = 10 MP a (KI = 598 MP a mm, T = −164 MP a).
Softening approach S3
Unfortunately, a general disadvantage of softening approach S2 is that the material
parameter ζ actually cannot be straight-forwardly measured in experiments. At this
point, the underlying idea of approach S3 seems attractive where the factor cT,r relates
a numerically determined hydrogen concentration to a dened reference hydrogen concentration for quantifying the amount of softening. In case the reference concentration
would be interpreted as a critical hydrogen concentration at which the material embrittles,
this would be a more depictive parameter. Still, to experimentally specify such a critical
material dependent hydrogen concentration is dicult since no proper testing schemes
exist to determine the hydrogen distribution within the material domain. Here, further
investigations could prove to be promising. In literature, consequently no critical hydrogen
concentration could be determined when the approach was rst presented [26]. Instead,
the softening eect was numerically investigated using a reference hydrogen concentration
chosen to be equal to the applied boundary value concentration CL,0 .
In the following, the softening approach S3 shall be briey discussed. The main dierence
to the prior approaches is that solely the trapped hydrogen concentration CT is assumed to
embrittle the material. Similar to softening approach S1, a parameter ξ , scaling from zero
to one, is used to specify the amount of embrittlement. The ratio cT,r = CT /CL,0 results in
a scalar physically representing how many times the trapped hydrogen concentration CT
exceeds the boundary value concentration CL,0 . In case the trapped hydrogen concentration CT is equal to the reference hydrogen concentration, here CL,0 , the factor cT,r = 1.
This implies that the parameter ξ governs the amount of softening. Thus, choosing
ξ = 0.97 would result in a 3% reduction of the yield stress. To estimate the amount of
embrittlement in the prevalent case, the maximum value of the trapped hydrogen concentration determined in chapter 6.1, where no softening approach was applied, is exemplarily
chosen. According to Figure 6.4, the trapped hydrogen concentration CT normalized with
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CL,0 , which, as stated above, is assumed to be equal to cT,r , can be identied to be
cT,r ≈ 6 at the blunted crack tip. With cT,r = 6, the reduction of the initial yield stress is
determined to be six times the ξ -driven 3% modication, resulting in a total yield stress
reduction of 18%.
This approach is just presented exemplarily, since the two parameters Cr and ξ cannot
be straight forwardly tied to experimental data. Since softening approach S3 introduces an additional and rather arbitrary parameter (the choice of Cr ) compared to the
softening approach S2, approach S3 is discarded. Furthermore, as stated above, approach
S3 assumes that only the trapped hydrogen concentration is considered to embrittle the
material. As shown previously, also the lattice hydrogen concentration CL contributes
a non-negligible part to the total hydrogen concentration, even though CL decreases
with increasing material softening. In a further study however, the lattice hydrogen
concentration could be easily added to the approach in the form of (CL + CT )/Cr .
In this chapter, three dierent softening approaches were presented.
The rst softening approach S1 was shown to not alter the material properties notably.
Since the experimental data hinted that an eect of hydrogen on the material properties
should be present at the actual loading conditions, an alternative approach was discussed.
For the second approach S2, dierent values for the material dependent parameter ζ were
chosen exemplarily such that a local reduction of the yield stress was achieved. The eect
of reducing the yield stress on the mechanical properties as well as the hydrogen distribution was discussed. The coupling of hydrogen and material properties could be clearly
demonstrated. Trends of the dierent primal coupling parameters with a locally decreasing
yield stress could be identied. However, experiment based material characterization for
ζ is still lacking.
In a third step, softening approach S3 was discussed, being based on a reference hydrogen
concentration to specify the amount of local softening as a descriptive way of formulating
hydrogen embrittlement. As again no experimental data are available to specify the
material dependent softening parameter, the second approach is favoured since only one
material dependent parameter needs to be specied.
In the next chapter, softening approach 2 is applied to investigate the eect of higher crack
lengths and therefore an increase in general loading on the amount of local softening.

6.3. Influence of pre-existing defect size on hydrogen
embrittlement
In this chapter the crack length is varied to identify the sensitivity of the amount of local
softening to dierent structural load levels. Here, the softening approach S2, as discussed
in chapter 6.2, is adopted using a softening parameter of ζ = −20000. As already discussed
above, all results can only be interpreted qualitatively since the material parameter ζ could
not be determined from experimental investigations (compare chapter 6.2).
The boundary conditions of the SUM are determined analogously to the ones in
chapter 5.2.1 for a pipeline under a 10 MP a hydrogen atmosphere. The relationship of
the pressure P and the according boundary conditions are depicted in Figure A.1. For all
models a domain size of LSU M = 8 mm is applied.
In order to investigate the inuence of the crack length ac on the yield stress reduction,
once more the von Mises stress σvM is examined. Thus, the von Mises stress normalized
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Figure 6.9.: Von Mises stress σvM , normalized by the initial yield stress σy0 , plotted over
the distance to the crack tip for varying crack lengths using the softening
approach S2 with ζ = 20000 at steady state condition
by the yield stress σy0 is plotted over the symmetry plane in Figure 6.9, relating to the
amount of reduction of the yield stress.
When comparing the curves for the dierent crack lengths, generally the same trend is
noticed. A maximum reduction of the yield stress is identied at the crack tip due to the
localized peak of the trapped hydrogen concentration CT , followed by increasing stress
levels when reaching further into the material. Again, a second localized decrease of the
yield stress is spotted at the position of the comparatively smaller minimum of the lattice
hydrogen concentration CL (compare Figure 6.9 with general trends of Figure 6.8).
With increasing crack length ac , the stress at the crack tip rises since the total load level is
carried by a reduced pipeline wall cross-section. As a consequence, also the plastic material
processes increase in front of the crack tip which can be clearly noticed by the widening of
the plastic zone size in Figure 6.9. Here, the border of the plastic zone corresponds to the
end of the distinctive plateau. According to these higher stress and strain states in front
of the crack tip, also the hydrogen concentration increases. This additionally accumulated
hydrogen further reduces the yield stress with increasing crack length.
As noticed in Figure 6.9, the yield stress of the whole plastic zone is reduced for all crack
lengths. Since the plastic zone size increases with increasing crack length, also the size of
the area generally inuenced by hydrogen increases. Therefore, the impact of the reduction
of yield stress and thus the local softening gets more pronounced. According to the HELP
mechanism, this increased local softening of the material leads to a sudden failure and to
the macroscopically observed brittle crack propagation.
The increasing amount of hydrogen embrittlement and the observed increase of the aected
zone size with increasing crack length involve an alarming observation. As a consequence
of crack propagation, the increased loading state in front of the crack will be altered by
a further reduced material resistance in the presence of hydrogen. Thus, the crack can
propagate through the pipeline wall rather rapidly which shows that the eect of hydrogen
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needs to be carefully investigated. However, simulating brittle crack propagation exceeds
the scope of this study as the aim of using the applied continuum approach is to qualitatively characterize the changes of the material properties in the presence of hydrogen.
Furthermore, the denition of an appropriate softening parameter ζ for the applied X70
pipeline steel shall be the topic of a further investigation.
All in all, it can be concluded that the hydrogen eect on the material properties gets more
pronounced with increasing crack length. Especially in the case of localized pre-existing
defects, these ndings underline the fundamental importance of adequately accounting
for hydrogen embrittlement in numerical models for design and inspection of natural gas
pipelines.
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Within this thesis, the eect of hydrogen on a representative member of the natural gas
pipeline was investigated. In a rst step, the conditions of the natural gas pipeline system
were described and a pipeline which is damaged during its service time was identied to
be critical in case hydrogen is ducted through. Due to the stress localization at defects
and cracks, hydrogen showed to accumulate at these locations and can cause a brittle
collapse of the respective pipeline segments. Therefore, a pipeline with a pre-existing
radial crack was investigated within this thesis.
In literature, several mechanisms are proposed to describe the mechanics of hydrogen
embrittlement- the HEDE, the AIDE and the HELP mechanism. It is commonly
agreed that all three mechanisms act simultaneously while one dominates. Based on
experimental ndings, the Hydrogen Enhanced Localized Plasticity (HELP) mechanism
was identied to be dominant in the prevalent case. This mechanism assumes that brittle
crack propagation is caused by a highly localized softening eect in front of the crack tip.
This microscale material softening appears as brittle crack propagation on macroscale. In
this thesis, this embrittlement mechanism was numerically realized in a continuum sense
by reducing the yield stress in dependency of the hydrogen concentration.
To simulate hydrogen embrittlement, a coupled problem of a transient stress driven
hydrogen diusion equation considering trapping eects and an elasto-plastic material
model needs to be solved iteratively. First, the mechanical stress and strain elds
were calculated using an elasto-plastic nite element approach. With these results,
the transient hydrogen distribution was determined based on a coupled nite element
approach in space and time using the time discontinuous Galerkin method. Following the
idea of the HELP mechanism, the hydrogen concentration itself in turn inuences the
mechanical stress eld by reducing the yield stress.
As stated above, the eect of the numerical realization of the HELP mechanism on
the material properties was investigated at the example of a radially cracked pipeline.
Instead of simulating the three dimensional pipeline structure, plane strain conditions
were assumed and a two dimensional pipeline model, called full-eld model (FFM), was
derived. Since the investigation of an adequately meshed pipeline tube is numerically
expensive, a surrogate model (SUM) was investigated under small scale yielding conditions using a boundary layer approach. It could be shown that the stress and strain
elds as well as the determined hydrogen distributions of the SUM agreed well with
the respective solutions of the FFM. Nevertheless, the FFM was needed to specify the
boundary conditions of the SUM. Still, these purely elastic calculations of the mechanical
stress eld showed to be far less expensive than a full elasto-plastic analysis including the
eect of hydrogen on the large pipeline structure (FFM).
In a rst step, the hydrogen distribution in front of the crack tip was investigated without
considering an eect on the material properties. It could be demonstrated that the
hydrogen accumulates in the vicinity of the crack tip, especially at hydrostatic stress
peaks as well as regions under plastic straining.
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Then, once the precise coupling of the mechanical properties and the hydrogen distribution
was discussed, the inuence of hydrogen on the material properties was investigated.
Therefore, three softening approaches were considered, accounting for a yield stress
reduction which agrees with the HELP mechanism.
For the rst softening approach S1, in fact no reduction of the yield stress
could be determined. This result contradicts experimental ndings and thus the
softening approach S1 was discarded.
The second approach S2 includes a material dependent factor which scales the amount
of yield stress reduction. Since this parameter could not be determined on the basis
of available experimental data, it was chosen based on preceding studies in literature.
By doing so, the coherences of how hydrogen inuences the material properties could be
demonstrated and discussed.
Softening approach S3 describes the hydrogen induced softening by relating the
numerically determined hydrogen concentration to a reference hydrogen concentration.
This is a more depictive way of formulating the softening approach, especially when
interpreting the reference hydrogen concentration as the critical value at which hydrogen
starts to embrittle the material. The main disadvantage of this approach is that using
this reference hydrogen concentration creates an additional factor which has to be derived,
both in fundamental mechanical meaning and concrete quantitative value.
Based on these ndings, in a next step, softening approach S2 was used to determine the
inuence of the crack length on hydrogen embrittlement. With increasing crack length,
the loading level in front of the crack tip increases. Since the hydrogen concentration
is driven by the local stress and strain eld, consequently the hydrogen concentration in
front of the crack trip rises and the yield stress is decreased even further.
All in all, it can be concluded that hydrogen indeed negatively aects the material
properties of pipeline steel. It could be shown that with increasing crack lengths, the
eect gets more and more pronounced. It has to be assumed that the majority of currently
installed pipelines contain numerous localized pre-existing defects. As shown in this thesis,
even if the defects show to be noncritical in a purely mechanical sense, the exposure
of the pipelines to hydrogen gas could invoke local embrittlement processes leading to
crack propagation and ultimately structural failure. Therefore, the pronounced hydrogen
embrittlement eect has to be implemented in numerical models used for design and
inspection of natural gas pipelines.
While in this thesis the hydrogen movement, accumulation as well as its eect on the
material properties could be demonstrated, at the same time several directions for further
research could be identied.
Firstly, as described above, the HELP mechanism was assumed as a basis for the
investigation of a representative pipeline structure where hydrogen was assumed to solely
inuence the yield stress. In a further study, also straining eects of the induced
hydrogen atoms on the host lattice could be considered. Furthermore, an ideal plastic
material law was used to prevent overestimation of the stress state at the crack tip due
to linear hardening eects. Consequently, a non-linear hardening rule, including global
softening eects, could be included to improve the simulation precision of the material
behaviour.
However, in order to be able to nally judge if the natural gas in the existing
pipeline system could be completely exchanged with hydrogen gas, a further material
characterization seems mandatory. Therefore, when applying softening approach S2, the
material dependent continuum parameter ζ , governing the amount of softening, needs to
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be specied. However, the quantitative determination of this factor appears rather dicult
since the local plastic deformations in front of a crack tip as well as the local hydrogen
distribution cannot be experimentally determined yet. Thus, the amount of hydrogen
induced softening, here the parameter ζ , cannot be characterized.
The eect of hydrogen embrittlement is broadly investigated at uniaxial tensile tests.
As a consequence, a tensile test could be used to numerically determine the softening
parameter ζ . The tensile experiments showed that hydrogen aects the macroscopical
material properties after reaching the ultimate tensile stress. While necking, the formation
of surface cracks could be observed solely in the presence of hydrogen and thus a highly
localized eect of hydrogen is concluded. However, in continuum mechanics, the formation
of localized surface cracks cannot be straight forwardly included in numerical simulations.
A tted factor of ζ from continuum mechanical simulations would denote a macroscopically
derived parameter and would not reect the localization eects of the surface crack
formation. As a consequence, the applicability of such a factor on the behaviour of a
crack tip in the presence of hydrogen needs to be further investigated. For this, the
derivation of appropriate testing techniques to determine the softening parameter ζ could
prove promising in the future to lay the basis for precise quantitative prediction of the
embritteling eect of hydrogen on pipeline material.
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Figure A.1.: Relation of pressure P to the stress intensity factor KI and the T-stress for
various crack lengths ac
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Table A.1.: Chemical composition of low carbon steels discussed in chapter 3
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Symbols

Mechanical model
a
ac
b0
B
B0
b
bf
c
C
Ce
Cep
d
da
dA
Din
E
e
E
f
df
F
F
G
Hiso
Hkin
I
I
J
K
K
KI
KI,a
KI,n
KI,C
LF F M
LSU M
m
ms
mt

scalar isotropic hardening parameter
crack length
crack tip opening displacement
body of current conguration
body of reference conguration
kinematic hardening tensor
body forces
left Cauchy-Green tensor
right Cauchy-Green tensor
elastic material tangent
elasto-plastic material tangent
diameter of pipeline
cutting plane in the current conguration
cutting plane in the reference conguration
inner dissipation
Young's modulus
Euler-Almansi strain tensor
Green-Lagrange strain tensor
ow rule
agent force
force
deformation gradient
shear modulus
scalar material parameter accounting for the amount of isotropic hardening
scalar material parameter accounting for the amount of kinematic hardening
identity matrix
fourth order identity tensor
Jacobian matrix
stress intensity factor
stiness matrix
stress intensity factor with mode I opening condition
analytical determined stress intensity factor (mode I opening condition)
numerical determined stress intensity factor (mode I opening condition)
critical stress intensity factor (mode I opening condition)
length of uncracked region of the full-eld model
length of uncracked region of the surrogate model
mass
number of spatial nodes
number of nodes in time
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Symbols

M
n
N
e
N
N
p
P
Pm
P
rp
rin
rout
R
S
S0
t
t
T
T
u
U
v
V
w
wp
x
X
Z

mass matrix
normal tensor
normal tensor
shape function in time
spatial shape function
hydrostatic stress
pressure
material point
rst Piola-Kirchho tensor
radius of plastic zone
inner radius
outer radius
rotation tensor
second Piola-Kirchho tensor
cross section of uniaxial tensile specimen
time
stress vector in the current conguration
stress vector in the reference conguration
T-stress
displacement vector
stretch tensor
velocity of a material point
stretch tensor
wall thickness
width of plate
position vector of a material point in the current conguration
position vector of a material point in the reference conguration
substitutive function

α
β
∆lu (H2 )
ε
εe
εp
ε̄ p
εH
ζ
η
κ
λ
µ
ν
ξ
ρ
σu
σuH
σvM
σy0
σ

scalar isotropic hardening parameter
kinematic hardening tensor
critical elongation
strain tensor
elastic part of strain tensor
plastic part of strain tensor
equivalent plastic strain
strain due to hydrogen
material dependent softening parameter
test function in time and space
bulk modulus
Lagrange multiplier
Lamé constant
Poisson's ratio
material dependent softening parameter
mass density
ultimate tensile stress
ultimate tensile stress in presence of hydrogen
von Mises stress
yield stress
Cauchy stress tensor
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Symbols

τ
ψ
ψe
ψp
Ω

Kirchho stress tensor
free energy function
elastic part of the free energy function
plastic part of the free energy function
space domain

Hydrogen transport model
b0
c
cT,r
CL
CL,0
CT
Cr
D
Def f
f
k
k0
LF F M
LSU M
ms
mt
e
N
N
NA
NL
NT
R
tn
T
Ta
Tb
Tc
VH
VM
WB
z1
z2

crack tip opening displacement
scaling parameter reecting the occupancy of available lattice sites
scaling parameter
lattice hydrogen concentration
surface lattice hydrogen concentration
trapped hydrogen concentration
reference concentration
lattice diusion coecient
eective diusion parameter
fugacity
solubility
solubility pre-exponential factor
length of uncracked region of the full-eld model
length of uncracked region of the surrogate model
number of spatial nodes
number of nodes in time
shape function in time
spatial shape function
Avogadro's number
number of solvent atoms per unit volume
trap density
universal gas constant
time step
temperature
time matrix
time matrix
time matrix
partial molar volume of hydrogen
molar volume of the host lattice
trap binding energy
constant
constant

α
β
∆HS
η
θL
θT
τn

number of available sites per trap where hydrogen can be bound
number of normal interstitial lattice sites per host atom
enthalpy of solution
test function in time and space
occupancy of available lattice sites
occupancy of available trapping sites
time domain
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Acronyms
AIDE
DOF
FEM
FFM
HEDE
HELP
RA
SUM
TDG
UTS

Adsorption Induced Dislocation Emission
degrees of freedom
nite element method
full-eld model
Hydrogen Enhanced Decohesion
Hydrogen Enhanced Localized Plasticity
reduction of fracture area
surrogate model
time discontinous Galerkin
ultimate tensile strength
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